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Abstract
Four years ago, one of us introduced a novel subtraction scheme [1] for the evaluation of double-real radiation contri-
butions to cross sections at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in QCD. This approach, named SecToR Improved
Phase sPacE for Real radiation (STRIPPER), has already found several non-trivial applications. In particular, it has
allowed for the determination of NNLO corrections to hadronic top-quark pair production, fully differential top-quark
decays, inclusive semileptonic charmless b-quark decays, associated Higgs boson and jet production in gluon fusion,
muon decay spin asymmetry, and t-channel single-top production. Common to these calculations was the use of con-
ventional dimensional regularization (CDR). In this publication, we present a complete formulation of the subtraction
scheme for arbitrary processes with any number of colored partons in the final state, and up to two partons in the initial
state. Furthermore, we modify the integrated subtraction terms of the double-real radiation to enable the introduction
of the ’t Hooft-Veltman version of dimensional regularization (HV), in which resolved states are four-dimensional.
We demonstrate the correctness of our approach on the example of top-quark pair production in the gluon fusion
channel.
1. Introduction
Perturbative calculations beyond the next-to-leading order of Quantum Chromodynamics are notorious for their com-
plexity. Already the next-to-next-to-leading order presents tremendous obstacles. One of them is the evaluation of
infrared and ultraviolet divergent two-loop virtual amplitudes. This is an unsolved issue in the general case despite the
existence of a few analytic results for low multiplicity processes. Another obstacle is the evaluation of double-real and
mixed real-virtual contributions containing infrared singular phase space integrals. In principle, these contributions
can be obtained by means of Monte Carlo techniques, once suitable subtractions have been introduced to generate
numerically integrable functions. The form of the subtractions defines a subtraction scheme. Unfortunately, it turns
out that subtraction schemes are extremely complex. At present, there are several on-going multi-year efforts at the
construction of general solutions. Antenna subtraction [2], and qT subtraction [3], are amongst the most advanced
initiatives, which have already found several non-trivial applications. Another scheme under construction has been
introduced in Ref. [4]. Here, we will be concerned with the subtraction scheme STRIPPER introduced by one of us
in Ref. [1]. Inspired in some aspects by ideas of Frixione, Kunszt and Signer [5], and in other aspects by ideas of
Binoth and Heinrich [6], the scheme has proven its worth in many applications: it has allowed for the determination
of NNLO corrections to hadronic top-quark pair production [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], fully differential top-quark decays [12],
inclusive semileptonic charmless b-quark decays [13], associated Higgs boson and jet production in gluon fusion [14],
muon decay spin asymmetry [15], and t-channel single-top production [16]. The listed advanced STRIPPER applica-
tions performed independently of the inventor have been preceded by the much simpler case of QED corrections to
Z-boson decay into a pair of massless leptons [17]. The purpose of the present work is to complete the construction
of the scheme in order to allow for the evaluation of cross sections for arbitrary processes.
The original idea of Ref. [1] was to concentrate on the numerical calculation of the coefficients of the Laurent
expansion in  (dimensional regularization parameter, with space-time dimension d = 4− 2) of the double-real cross
section contribution. The latter requires a phase space integral over the momenta not only of the partons present
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in the Born approximation, but also of two additional massless partons. It seemed obvious that other cross section
contributions are much easier to obtain, since their kinematics is, in the worst case, the same as that of next-to-leading
order real-radiation contributions. Furthermore, the concept was to refrain from (almost) any analytic integration.
By inspection of other efforts, it was clear that it is the insistence on analytic integration that makes the subtraction
schemes difficult to develop. Finally, in order to avoid as many complications as possible, the construction was
performed uniformly in d dimensions. This corresponds to conventional dimensional regularization, where both
momenta and spin degrees-of-freedom of external particles are d dimensional. This implies that even Born matrix
elements will have a non-trivial expansion in . While the other basic ideas of the scheme stood the test of time,
the use of CDR is now an important drawback. Indeed, software implementations of tree-level matrix elements only
provide them at  = 0, i.e. in four dimensions. This makes it necessary to recalculate the matrix elements for each
project from scratch. Furthermore, the need to parameterize an increasing number of dimensions depending on the
multiplicity of the process seems not only a major annoyance, but also a source of inefficiency. In this publication, we
will solve the problem by introducing a number of corrections to the integrated subtraction terms in the double-real
radiation contribution. As a result, we will formulate the scheme in ’t Hooft-Veltman regularization. In particular,
we will only need four-dimensional external momenta and polarizations in the evaluation of actual matrix elements.
There will still be a trace of higher dimensionality in the integration over unresolved momenta. However, we will
only have to consider six dimensional unresolved momenta in the worst case. On the example of top-quark pair
production, we will also demonstrate that the introduced improvements of STRIPPER fulfill their purpose. We stress
that we only present the algorithm to obtain the expressions needed for the implementation of the subtraction scheme.
This algorithm requires the knowledge of soft and collinear limits of QCD amplitudes and provides the expressions
for the subtraction and integrated subtraction terms by simple substitutions. Due to the number and size of the
resulting final formulae, we do not reproduce them here. Instead, we plan to provide a software package in the future.
Nevertheless, existing calculations can be converted to ’t Hooft-Veltman regularization with moderate effort following
this publication.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present an outline of the subtraction scheme together
with a complete list of cross section contributions to evaluate in a general next-to-next-to-leading order calculation.
Subsequently, we proceed with the construction of the scheme by considering its major elements: phase space de-
composition (Section 3), phase space parameterization (Section 4), and derivation of the subtraction and integrated
subtraction terms (Section 5). This part is common to the CDR and HV formulations. Afterwards, we discuss the
modifications necessary to introduce HV regularization: average over the azimuthal angles (Section 6), separation of
finite contributions (Section 7), and finally the regularization itself (Section 8). This part is followed by the exam-
ple of top-quark pair production in the gluon fusion channel (Section 9). The main text is closed with conclusions.
Appendices form an important part of the publication. They are self-contained, and the information provided therein
is sufficient to construct the complete subtraction scheme in the most general case. Our notation is summarized in
Appendix A. Spherical angles in d dimensions are discussed in Appendix B. Divergences of virtual amplitudes
are considered in Appendix C, whereas limits of amplitudes are contained in Appendix D and Appendix E. Ap-
pendix F contains the well-known Altarelli-Parisi splitting kernels necessary for initial-state collinear renormalization
of partonic cross sections.
2. Outline of the subtraction scheme
We are interested in the calculation of next-to-next-to-leading order QCD corrections to scattering cross sections. The
subtraction scheme we will describe can also be used for decay processes, since the phase space integrals present there
share the same structure. The formulae below would only have to be trivially modified. Furthermore, it is possible
to include QED corrections by a modification of the color algebra (see Appendix A). We will not discuss this issue
in any more detail. We now need to specify the possible initial and final states. At present, the most relevant case is
hadron-hadron scattering. Therefore, we will give expressions with this class of processes in mind. Nevertheless, we
will separate the hadron scale physics from the parton scale physics. Indeed, we will only ever manipulate partonic
cross sections. This makes it possible to include lepton-hadron and lepton-lepton scattering processes by simply
removing factorization contributions. As far as the final state is concerned, we only require that there be at least two
particles at the Born level. The reason is that in the special case of a single particle, the partonic cross section becomes
a distribution, and we assume that we can work with ordinary functions only. In the following, we will concentrate on
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external partons carrying a color charge. Any additional particles, which are not charged under the color gauge group
play no role whatsoever in the construction of the scheme, and can be trivially included in the phase space integrals.
The hadronic cross section is known to factorize into a convolution of parton distribution functions and the renor-
malized partonic cross section
σh1h2 (P1, P2) =
∑
ab
∫∫ 1
0
dx1dx2 fa/h1 (x1, µ
2
F) fb/h2 (x2, µ
2
F) σˆab(x1P1, x2P2; αs(µ
2
R), µ
2
R, µ
2
F) , (1)
where P1,2 are the momenta of the hadrons h1,2, and fa/h(x, µ2F) is the parton distribution function (PDF) of parton a
within the hadron h, at the factorization scale µF . In the following, p1,2 = x1,2P1,2 will denote the parton momenta.
If we are able to numerically evaluate the partonic cross section, σˆab, for an arbitrary initial-state energy, then we
can also obtain the hadronic cross section by an additional integration over the parton momentum fractions. This is
the reason, why the construction of the subtraction scheme will never make reference to the initial-state hadrons, but
only to the initial-state partons. The partonic cross section can be expanded in a series in αs(µ2R), where µR is the
renormalization scale. Up to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) it reads
σˆab = σˆ
(0)
ab + σˆ
(1)
ab + σˆ
(2)
ab . (2)
Each term of the expansion can be further decomposed according to the multiplicity of the final state. At leading order
σˆ(0)ab = σˆ
B
ab =
1
2sˆ
1
Nab
∫
dΦn 〈M(0)n |M(0)n 〉Fn , (3)
where sˆ = (p1 + p2)2 is the square of the partonic center-of-mass energy, while Nab is the spin and color average factor,
defined as the product of the number of spin and color degrees of freedom of the partons a and b. The subscript n
points to the number of final states in this contribution. The notation and normalization of phase spaces and matrix
elements is specified in Appendix A. Fn is the measurement function defining the observable. It is a function of the
final state momenta and flavors. Up to the next-to-next-to-leading order, we need three such functions, Fn, Fn+1 and
Fn+2. They must fulfill the requirements of infrared safety, i.e. if the energy of a final state parton vanishes, or if the
parton becomes collinear to another one, then Fn+m → Fn+m−1 for m > 0 and Fn → 0.
At next-to-leading order there is
σˆ(1)ab = σˆ
R
ab + σˆ
V
ab + σˆ
C
ab , (4)
with
σˆRab =
1
2sˆ
1
Nab
∫
dΦn+1 〈M(0)n+1|M(0)n+1〉Fn+1 , σˆVab =
1
2sˆ
1
Nab
∫
dΦn 2Re 〈M(0)n |M(1)n 〉Fn ,
σˆCab(p1, p2) =
αs
2pi
1

µ2R
µ2F
 ∑
c
∫ 1
0
dz
[
P(0)ca (z) σˆ
B
cb(zp1, p2) + P
(0)
cb (z) σˆ
B
ac(p1, zp2)
]
,
(5)
where the splitting functions required are reproduced in Appendix F. Finally, at next-to-next-to-leading order, we
have
σˆ(2)ab = σˆ
RR
ab + σˆ
RV
ab + σˆ
VV
ab + σˆ
C1
ab + σˆ
C2
ab , (6)
with
σˆRRab =
1
2sˆ
1
Nab
∫
dΦn+2 〈M(0)n+2|M(0)n+2〉Fn+2 , σˆRVab =
1
2sˆ
1
Nab
∫
dΦn+1 2Re 〈M(0)n+1|M(1)n+1〉Fn+1 ,
σˆVVab =
1
2sˆ
1
Nab
∫
dΦn
(
2Re 〈M(0)n |M(2)n 〉 + 〈M(1)n |M(1)n 〉
)
Fn ,
(7)
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and
σˆC1ab (p1, p2) =
αs
2pi
1

µ2R
µ2F
 ∑
c
∫ 1
0
dz
[
P(0)ca (z) σˆ
R
cb(zp1, p2) + P
(0)
cb (z) σˆ
R
ac(p1, zp2)
]
,
σˆC2ab (p1, p2) =
αs
2pi
1

µ2R
µ2F
 ∑
c
∫ 1
0
dz
[
P(0)ca (z) σˆ
V
cb(zp1, p2) + P
(0)
cb (z) σˆ
V
ac(p1, zp2)
]
+
(
αs
2pi
)2 1
2
µ2R
µ2F
2 ∑
c
∫ 1
0
dz
[
P(1)ca (z) σˆ
B
cb(zp1, p2) + P
(1)
cb (z) σˆ
B
ac(p1, zp2)
]
+
(
αs
2pi
)2 β0
42
µ2Rµ2F
2 − 2 µ2R
µ2F
∑
c
∫ 1
0
dz
[
P(0)ca (z) σˆ
B
cb(zp1, p2) + P
(0)
cb (z) σˆ
B
ac(p1, zp2)
]
+
(
αs
2pi
)2 1
22
µ2R
µ2F
2 ∑
cd
∫ 1
0
dz
[(
P(0)cd ⊗ P(0)da
)
(z) σˆBcb(zp1, p2) +
(
P(0)cd ⊗ P(0)db
)
(z) σˆBac(p1, zp2)
]
+
(
αs
2pi
)2 1
2
µ2R
µ2F
2 ∑
cd
∫∫ 1
0
dz dz¯
[
P(0)ca (z) P
(0)
db (z¯) σˆ
B
cd(zp1, z¯p2)
]
,
(8)
where
( f ⊗ g) (x) =
∫∫ 1
0
dy dz f (y)g(z) δ(x − yz) . (9)
In general, it is only possible to evaluate the cross section contributions listed above using numerical Monte
Carlo integration methods. Unfortunately, phase spaces with n + 1 and n + 2 final states contain infrared singular
configurations, which are regulated with dimensional regularization. The latter, if applied naively, spoils the stability
of the numerics, since a limit has to be taken once all contributions are combined. This problem is resolved with a
subtraction scheme, which extracts the explicit singularities and provides integrable functions, which do not depend
on the parameter of dimensional regularization.
The idea behind the construction of the subtraction scheme STRIPPER is to derive Laurent expansions in  for
each of the cross section contributions independently. The basic algorithm has three stages:
phase space decomposition (Section 3): phase spaces with n + 1 and n + 2 final-state particles are decomposed into
sectors, in which only certain types of singularities may occur;
phase space parameterization (Section 4): in each sector, a special parameterization is introduced using spherical
coordinates in d dimensions (Appendix B), in which singularities are only parameterized with 2 variables for
n + 1-final-state-particles phase spaces, and with 4 variables for n + 2-final-state-particles phase spaces;
generation of subtraction and integrated subtraction terms (Section 5): in each parameterization, subtraction terms
in the relevant variables are introduced, which make it possible to obtain an expansion in , the coefficients of
which are integrable. The subtraction terms only require the knowledge of the singular limits of QCD ampli-
tudes (Appendix D and Appendix E), and are process independent in the sense that the process dependence is
confined to the matrix elements. Furthermore, pointwise convergence of phase space integration is guaranteed.
After application of this algorithm, cross sections may in principle be evaluated numerically. Nevertheless, since
dimensional regularization involves infinite dimensional vectors, the effective dimension of the vectors, which actually
occur in the calculation increases with multiplicity. In fact, any new vector requires an increase of the effective
dimension by one. For two-to-two processes at leading order, one already needs five dimensions at next-to-next-to-
leading order. Furthermore, matrix elements must be provided as expansions in . In order to simplify the calculation,
we introduce the ’t Hooft-Veltman version of dimensional regularization, in which resolved particle momenta and
spin degrees-of-freedom are four-dimensional. In this case, we also only need four-dimensional matrix elements. The
construction proceeds in additional three stages:
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average over azimuthal angles (Section 6): integrated subtraction terms, which have been derived in relation to a
collinear limit, are averaged over the unphysical transverse direction. For most cases, this is equivalent to the
use of averaged splitting functions, but there are important exceptions. This step is important in order not to
have contractions of four-dimensional matrix elements with d-dimensional transverse vectors;
separation of finite contributions (Section 7): the different contributions listed in this section are further decom-
posed into classes with different kinematics and loop order. The sum of the terms in each class is finite. This
requires a modification of the integrated subtraction terms for the double-real radiation. In practice, counter-
terms are introduced, which are added to one class of contributions and subtracted from another;
’t Hooft-Veltman regularization of separately finite contributions (Section 8): the measurement function is mod-
ified to contain delta-functions restricting the momenta of resolved particles to be four-dimensional. For most
classes of finite contributions, this is already sufficient to fulfill the requirements of ’t Hooft-Veltman regu-
larization, and the matrix elements can be evaluated in four dimensions. Nevertheless, one class, the single-
unresolved contributions to double-real radiation, requires a further modification of the integrated subtraction
terms.
After these steps, the subtraction scheme does not require higher orders of the -expansion of the matrix elements,
and all resolved momenta are four-dimensional. The calculation still involves unresolved momenta, which may need
up to two additional dimensions, but only occur in soft and splitting functions. In general, two-to-two processes at
leading order require five-dimensional unresolved momenta at next-to-next-to-leading order. For higher multiplicity,
six-dimensional momenta must be introduced.
3. Phase space decomposition
The first step in the construction of the subtraction scheme is the decomposition of the phase space into sectors. In
each of the sectors, the momenta of selected partons are parameterized with a few relevant variables (see Section 4),
which allows for easy extraction of explicit poles in the dimensional regularization parameter , and generation of
numerically integrable coefficients of the Laurent series (see Section 5). The decomposition is performed with the
help of selector functions. The only essential property required of the selector functions, besides that they form a
decomposition of unity, is that they vanish in case of soft and/or collinear limits not covered by the parameterization
of a given sector.
Cross sections are defined with a measurement function, which specifies an infrared safe observable. This mea-
surement function reduces the number of possible singular configurations. For instance, at next-to-leading order, the
measurement function Fn+1 only allows a parton to become soft (vanishing energy), two massless partons to become
collinear to each other (vanishing relative angle), or a parton to become both soft and collinear to another massless
parton. This is achieved by the vanishing of Fn+1 for any other singular configuration. Fn+1 also enters the definition
of cross sections at next-to-next-to-leading order, if they involve n + 1 partons in the final state. The selector functions
for n + 1-parton phase space integrals are used to regulate the singularities allowed by Fn+1. Since at most a pair of
partons may be involved, the selector functions for this case, Si,k, have two indices. The first index, i, specifies the un-
resolved parton, which is massless and in the final state, while the second index, k , i, specifies the reference parton,
which is massless as well, but may be either in the initial or in the final state. Si,k does not vanish if the unresolved and
reference partons become collinear to each other, or if the unresolved parton becomes soft. However, it vanishes if any
gluon besides i becomes soft, or if any two partons besides i and k become collinear and this kinematical configuration
is singular. In consequence, if the reference parton is in the initial state, we only have to consider the following flavor
pairs, ( fi, fk), of the flavor fi of parton i and flavor fk of parton k
(g, g), (g, q), (g, q¯), (q, g), (q¯, g), (q, q), (q¯, q¯) . (10)
If the reference parton, on the other hand, is in the final state, then the number of possible pairs is reduced, because
we may use the symmetry between i and k. Nevertheless, if the unresolved-reference-parton pair contains a gluon, the
latter has to be the unresolved parton. The list is thus
(g, g), (g, q), (g, q¯), (q, q¯) . (11)
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While the choice of Si,k is by no means unique, we have to provide a valid set. We choose a form very similar to the
one described in [18]. To this end, we introduce
di,k =
( Ei√
sˆ
)α
(1 − cos θik)β , (12)
where α = γ for a gluon and α = 0 for a quark, while β, γ > 0. Ei is the energy of parton i, and θik is the relative angle
between partons i and k. With the help of di,k, we define
Si,k = 1D1 di,k , D1 =
∑
ik
1
di,k
. (13)
Clearly, Si,k form a decomposition of unity ∑
ik
Si,k = 1 . (14)
We note that the contributions of two sectors, which have the same flavors of the unresolved and reference partons,
are equal. This implies that there is no need to calculate the contributions of such sectors independently. In conse-
quence, even for high-multiplicity processes, the number of independent sectors is moderate. For example, the most
computationally intensive pure gluon amplitudes in multi-jet production will only require three sectors independently
of the multiplicity.
The next-to-next-to-leading order measurement function occurring in double-real radiation, Fn+2, allows for more
singular cases than Fn+1. In particular, it does not vanish if three partons, or up to two pairs of partons, become
collinear. Similarly, it does not vanish if up to two partons become soft. In other words, it allows for two unre-
solved partons. In order to accommodate the possible triple-collinear (three partons becoming collinear) and double-
collinear (two pairs of partons becoming collinear) limits, we must introduce two types of selector functions: Si j,k
for unresolved partons i and j with reference parton k; and Si,k; j,l for unresolved parton i with reference parton k, and
unresolved parton j with reference parton l. Of course, all indices must be different in both cases, and the ordering
of i and j in Si j,k, as well as the ordering of the two pairs, (i, k) and ( j, l) in Si,k; j,l is irrelevant. In the triple-collinear
sector, the flavor sets allowing for singular kinematical configurations are
{g, g, g}, {g, g, q}, {g, g, q¯} {g, q, q¯}, {q, q¯, q′} , (15)
where q′ can be any quark or anti-quark including q and q¯, and we have used crossing to define the flavors of all
partons as if they were out-going. If k is in the initial state, the possible flavor triples, ( fi, f j, fk), we have to consider,
are obtained by selecting any of the different flavors in each set of the list (15) and crossing it to the initial state. This
procedure results in the following list
(g, g, g), (g, g, q), (g, g, q¯), (g, q, g), (g, q¯, g), (g, q, q), (g, q¯, q¯), (q, q¯, g), (q, q¯, q′), (q′, q, q), (q′, q¯, q¯) . (16)
If k is in the final state, on the other hand, we have additional freedom to reorder the partons within the triple. Minding
the necessity to regulate final state soft gluons and double-soft quark-anti-quark pairs, we obtain the following list
(g, g, g), (g, g, q), (g, g, q¯), (g, q, q¯), (q, q¯, g), (q, q¯, q′) . (17)
The flavor assignments we have to consider in the double-collinear sector are simply a composition of two next-to-
leading order cases for the two involved pairs. Let us now introduce
di j,k =
( Ei√
sˆ
)αi( E j√
sˆ
)α j [
(1 − cos θi j)(1 − cos θik)(1 − cos θ jk)
]β
, (18)
where αi, j = γ for gluons, αi = α j = γ for a quark-anti-quark pair, and αi, j = 0 otherwise. We define
Si j,k = 1D2 di j,k , Si,k; j,l =
1
D2 di,kd j,l
, D2 =
∑
i j
[∑
k
1
di j,k
+
∑
kl
1
di,kd j,l
]
. (19)
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Note that in the case of Si,k; j,l, if (i, j) is a quark-anti-quark pair, we set α = γ in both di,k and d j,l, contrary to the
next-to-leading order case. The decomposition of unity is∑
i j
[∑
k
Si j,k +
∑
kl
Si,k; j,l
]
= 1 . (20)
The number of sectors to actually evaluate is again reduced by the fact that sectors with identical flavors give equal
contributions. Returning to the example of pure gluon amplitudes, we would always only have to calculate double-real
radiation contributions of seven sectors: three triple-collinear and four double-collinear.
We must finally point out that the sectors we have introduced are sufficient for any problem with at least three
massless partons. In the case of only two massless partons (say heavy-quark pair-production from colorless initial
states) in the final state, it is necessary to introduce fictitious reference momenta.
4. Phase space parameterization
After having decomposed the phase space into sectors using selector functions of Section 3, we now need to introduce
appropriate parameterizations for the single-collinear sector (one unresolved momentum), and the triple- and double-
collinear sectors (two unresolved momenta). The phase space integrals always assume the form∫
dΦn+nu =
∫
dΦ reference
unresolved
∫
dΦn−n f r (Q) , n ≥ 2 , nu ∈ {1, 2} , 0 ≤ n f r ≤ nu , (21)
where n is the number of final state momenta in the Born approximation, while nu is the number of unresolved
momenta, and n f r the number of final state reference momenta. Q is the total momentum of the remaining final-state
particles. In particular, the phase space
∫
dΦn−n f r (Q) describes the decay process of a state with momentum Q into
n − n f r particles with momenta qi
Q→ q1 + · · · + qn−n f r . (22)
For future reference, we define the notation for the minimal invariant mass of the final state
Qmin =
n∑
i=1
mi , (23)
where mi is mass of the final state particle i in the Born approximation. Furthermore, we introduce the related maximal
energy of a massless final state parton
Emax =
√
sˆ
2
1 − Q2minsˆ
 , (24)
where sˆ is the square of the partonic center-of-mass energy.
The parameterizations are constructed with several rules in mind. In particular, the phase space is defined in the
partonic center-of-mass frame in all sectors but the single-collinear sector for use in the calculation of the factorization
contribution σˆC1. The initial state momenta, p1 and p2 are always in the center-of-mass system. The unresolved
momenta are parameterized by rescaled energy and angle variables, to allow for a straightforward identification of the
singular limits of amplitudes. The unresolved phase space integrals contain∫∫ 1
0
dη dξ ηa1−b1 ξa2−b2 , (25)
for a single unresolved momentum, and∫∫∫∫ 1
0
dη1dη2dξ1dξ2 η
a1−b1
1 η
a2−b2
2 ξ
a3−b3
1 ξ
a4−b4
2 , (26)
for two unresolved momenta. In general η are related to angles, and ξ to energies. The factors xa−b , x ∈ {η, ξ} or
x ∈ {η1, η2, ξ1, ξ2}, regulate singularities at x = 0. This requires ai ≥ 0 and bi > 0. The latter restriction follows from
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the fact that infrared divergences are regulated by  < 0. If the product of a matrix element and the measurement
function is integrated with the given phase space parameterization together with the appropriate selector function,
there are no other singularities than those located at x = 0, and the singular behavior in the limit is described by the
factor x−1−b , i.e. the coefficient of this factor is finite at the limit for any value of . The method of proof of this fact
has been discussed in [1], and the reader is referred to that publication for details.
The parameterizations make ample use of the rotation invariance of the single-particle measure. They are valid in
CDR with d-dimensional momenta of both reference and unresolved momenta. Nevertheless, if reference momenta
and additional final state particle momenta are restricted to four dimensions, then one unresolved momentum is at
most five dimensional, while a second at most six dimensional. This statement should be interpreted in the sense that
the additional dimensions can be trivially integrated out, since nothing depends on them.
A final comment is necessary on the order of integration. The phase spaces are written in such a way that every
next integral inherits the parameters of the previous one. In other words, the integration range of a given integral
is restricted depending on the particular values of the parameters of all the previous integrals. In order to achieve a
pointwise cancellation of singularities during Monte Carlo integration, as discussed in the next section, it is necessary
to parameterize
∫
dΦn−n f r (Q) in a specific way. This phase space depends on 3(n − n f r) − 4 parameters in four
dimensions. These parameters must be rescaled to a fixed finite (usually unit) range, as natural for Monte Carlo
integration. The rescaling itself depends on Q. During the evaluation, the rescaled parameters are kept fixed for both
the unsubtracted matrix element with phase space weight, and for all the subtraction terms with their phase space
weights. The same comment also applies to the reference parton energy.
Let us now specify the parameterizations using the notation of Appendix B for vectors and integrals in spherical
coordinates in d-dimensions.
4.1. Single-collinear sector parameterization: one reference momentum, one unresolved momentum
The resolved and unresolved parton momenta read
rµ = r0 rˆµ = r0
(
1
rˆ
)
, uµ = u0 uˆµ = u0
(
1
uˆ
)
, (27)
with the angular parameterization
rˆ = nˆ(3−2)(α1, α2, . . . ) ,
uˆ = R(3−2)1 (α1, α2, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)(θ, φ, ρ1, ρ2, . . . ) . (28)
For reasons explained in Section 7.4, we will allow for a boosted frame, where the initial state momentum p1 is
rescaled with z. Of course, the symmetric case, where the rescaling is applied to p2 can be treated by relabeling. In
most applications, we will set z = 1. In the case of an initial state reference momentum, the phase space is∫
dΦn+1 =
∫
dΦunresolved
∫
dΦn(zp1 + p2 − u) , (29)
while for a final state reference momentum∫
dΦn+1 =
(
µ2Re
γE
4pi
) ∫
S2−21
dΩ(α1, α2, . . . )
∫
dΦunresolved
∫ r0max
0
dr0 (r0)1−2
2(2pi)3−2
∫
dΦn−1(zp1 + p2 − r − u) , (30)
where
r0max =
2
√
sˆ
(
Emax − u0) − (sˆ − 2p1 · u)(1 − z)
2
[√
sˆ − rˆ · (u + p1(1 − z))] , (31)
and in the particular case n = 2∫ r0max
0
dr0 (r0)1−2
2(2pi)3−2
∫
dΦ1(zp1 + p2 − r − u) = (r
0
max)
1−2
4(2pi)2−2
1√
sˆ − rˆ · (u + p1(1 − z)) . (32)
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Figure 1: Example momentum parameterizations in the case of two unresolved momenta, u1 and u2, and one reference momentum, r, which may
be either in the final state (left), or in the initial state (right, with r = p1). The angles θ1 and θ2 allow for a straightforward parameterization of the
collinear limits with respect to the reference momentum. Q is the total momentum of the remaining final-state particles, while p1 and p2 are the
initial-state momenta.
The unresolved phase space reads
∫
dΦunresolved =
(
µ2Re
γE
4pi
) ∫
S2−21
dΩ(θ, φ, ρ1, . . . )
∫ u0max
0
du0 (u0)1−2
2(2pi)3−2
=
E2max
(2pi)3
(piµ2ReγE
4E2max
) ∫
S1−21
dΩ(φ, ρ1, . . . )
∫∫ 1
0
dη dξ η− ξ1−2
(
1 − η)−ξ2−2max , (33)
where
u0 = Emax ξ ξmax , cos θ = 1 − 2η , ξmax =
1 −
√
sˆ
2Emax
(1 − z)
1 − 1√
sˆ
(p1 · uˆ)(1 − z)
. (34)
The behavior of amplitudes in the collinear limit is characterized by the transverse vector
uµ⊥ =
(
0
uˆ⊥
)
, uˆ⊥ = lim
θ→0
uˆ − rˆ
‖uˆ − rˆ‖ =
∂uˆ
∂θ
∣∣∣∣∣
θ=0
= Rˆ(3−2)1 (α1, α2, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)
(
pi
2
, φ, ρ1, ρ2, . . .
)
. (35)
4.2. Triple-collinear sector parameterization: one reference momentum, two unresolved momenta
The resolved and unresolved parton momenta read
rµ = r0 rˆµ = r0
(
1
rˆ
)
, uµ1 = u
0
1 uˆ
µ
1 = u
0
1
(
1
uˆ1
)
, uµ2 = u
0
2 uˆ
µ
2 = u
0
2
(
1
uˆ2
)
, (36)
with the angular parameterization (see Fig. 1)
rˆ = nˆ(3−2)(α1, α2, . . . ) ,
uˆ1 = R(3−2)1 (α1, α2, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)(θ1, φ1, ρ1, ρ2, . . . ) ,
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uˆ2 = R(3−2)1 (α1, α2, . . . )R
(3−2)
2 (φ1, ρ1, ρ2, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)(θ2, φ2, σ1, σ2, . . . ) . (37)
In the case of an initial state reference momentum, the phase space is∫
dΦn+2 =
∫
dΦunresolved
∫
dΦn(p1 + p2 − u1 − u2) , (38)
while for a final state reference momentum∫
dΦn+2 =
(
µ2Re
γE
4pi
) ∫
S2−21
dΩ(α1, α2, . . . )
∫
dΦunresolved
∫ r0max
0
dr0 (r0)1−2
2(2pi)3−2
∫
dΦn−1(p1 + p2 − r − u1 − u2) , (39)
where
r0max =
√
sˆ
(
Emax − u01 − u02
)
+ u1 · u2√
sˆ − rˆ · (u1 + u2)
, (40)
and in the particular case n = 2∫ r0max
0
dr0 (r0)1−2
2(2pi)3−2
∫
dΦ1(p1 + p2 − r − u1 − u2) = (r
0
max)
1−2
4(2pi)2−2
1√
sˆ − rˆ · (u1 + u2)
. (41)
The parameters u01,2, θ1,2, and φ2 of the unresolved momenta are replaced by ξˆ1,2, ηˆ1,2, and ζ
u01 = Emax ξˆ1 , u
0
2 = Emax ξˆ2 ,
cos θ1 = 1 − 2ηˆ1 , cos θ2 = 1 − 2ηˆ2 , cos φ2 = 1 − 2η3 − (1 − 2ηˆ1)(1 − 2ηˆ2)
4
√
(1 − ηˆ1)ηˆ1(1 − ηˆ2)ηˆ2
,
η3 =
uˆ1 · uˆ2
2
=
1 − cos θ12
2
=
(ηˆ1 − ηˆ2)2
ηˆ1 + ηˆ2 − 2ηˆ1ηˆ2 − 2(1 − 2ζ)
√
ηˆ1(1 − ηˆ1)ηˆ2(1 − ηˆ2)
.
(42)
The unresolved phase space is split according to the ordering of the energies of the unresolved partons∫
dΦunresolved =
∫
dΦunresolved
(
θ(u01 − u02) + θ(u02 − u01)
)
. (43)
Each of the two resulting contributions is further decomposed according to Fig. 2 into five sectors∫
dΦunresolved θ(u01 − u02) =(
µ2Re
γE
4pi
)2 ∫
S2−21
dΩ(θ1, φ1, ρ1, . . . )
∫
S2−21
dΩ(θ2, φ2, σ1, σ2, . . . )
∫ u0max
0
du01 (u
0
1)
1−2
2(2pi)3−2
∫ u02 max
0
du02 (u
0
2)
1−2
2(2pi)3−2
θ
(
u01 − u02
)
=
E4max
(2pi)6
(piµ2ReγE
8E2max
)2 ∫
S1−21
dΩ(φ1, ρ1, . . . )
∫
S−21
dΩ(σ1, σ2, . . . )
∫ 1
0
dζ
(
ζ
(
1 − ζ))− 12− ∫∫∫∫ 1
0
dη1dη2dξ1dξ2
5∑
i=1
µSi ,
(44)
where η1,2, ξ1,2 parameterize ηˆ1,2, ξˆ1,2 as in Tab. 1, while µSi can be found in Tab. 2, with
ξ2 max = min
1, 1ξˆ1 1 − ξˆ11 − 2Emax√sˆ ξˆ1 η3
 ,
η31(η1, η2) =
η3
η1
∣∣∣∣∣ηˆ1=η1
ηˆ2=η1η2/2
=
(2 − η2)2
2
(
2 + η2(1 − 2η1) − 2(1 − 2ζ)
√
η2(1 − η1)(2 − η1η2)
) ,
η32(η1, η2) =
η3
η1η
2
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ηˆ1=η1
ηˆ2=η1(2−η2)/2
=
1
2
(
2 + (1 − 2η1)(2 − η2) − 2(1 − 2ζ)
√
(1 − η1)(2 − η2)(2 − η1(2 − η2))
) .
(45)
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ξ1 > ξ2
ξ2 → ξ2ξ2maxξ1
η1 > η2
η2 → η2η1
ξ2 > ξ1
η2 > η1
η1 → η1η2
1
2 > η2
η2 → 12η2
η2 >
1
2
η2 → 1− 12η2
1
2 > η1
η1 → 12η1
η1 >
1
2
η1 → 1− 12η1
η1 > ξ2
ξ2 → ξ2η1
ξ2 > η1
η1 → η1ξ2
S1 S4 S5
S2 S3
I
II
III
IV
Figure 2: Decomposition tree of the triple-collinear sector unresolved phase space. Starting at the root with ηi = ηˆi, ξi = ξˆi, substitutions are
performed at four levels corresponding to the factorization of the soft (I), collinear (II and III) and soft-collinear (IV) limits. The omitted right
branch of the tree corresponds to a different ordering of the energies of the unresolved partons, and can be obtained by renaming the indices of the
variables, 1↔ 2. The function ξ2 max is defined in Eq. (45).
The essential property of these functions is that they do not vanish in any of the singular limits of amplitudes indicated
by the vanishing of any of η1,2, ξ1,2.
The behavior of amplitudes in collinear limits is characterized by the transverse vectors
uµi⊥ =
(
0
uˆi⊥
)
, i = 1, 2, 3 , (46)
with
uˆ1⊥ = lim
θ1→0
uˆ1 − rˆ
‖uˆ1 − rˆ‖ =
∂uˆ1
∂θ1
∣∣∣∣∣
θ1=0
= Rˆ(3−2)1 (α1, α2, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)
(
pi
2
, φ1, ρ1, ρ2, . . .
)
, (47)
uˆ2⊥ = lim
θ2→0
uˆ2 − rˆ
‖uˆ2 − rˆ‖ =
∂uˆ2
∂θ2
∣∣∣∣∣
θ2=0
= Rˆ(3−2)1 (α1, α2, . . . )Rˆ
(3−2)
2 (φ1, ρ1, ρ2, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)
(
pi
2
, φ2, σ1, σ2, . . .
)
. (48)
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S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
ηˆ1 η1
1
2η1η2
1
2η1η2ξ2 η1
1
2 (2 − η1)η2
ηˆ2 12η1η2 η2 η2
1
2η1(2 − η2) η2
ξˆ1 ξ1 ξ1 ξ1 ξ1 ξ1
ξˆ2 ξ1ξ2ξ2 max η1ξ1ξ2ξ2 max ξ1ξ2ξ2 max ξ1ξ2ξ2 max ξ1ξ2ξ2 max
Table 1: Original kinematic variables of the triple-collinear sector parameterization, ηˆ1, ηˆ2, ξˆ1, ξˆ2, expressed through the sector variables,
η1, η2, ξ1, ξ2, of the five sectors, S1, . . . ,S5, defined in Fig. 2. The function ξ2 max is defined in Eq. (45).
µSi
S1 η1−21 η−2 ξ3−41 ξ1−22 ((1 − η1)(2 − η1η2))−
(
η31(η1, η2)
2 − η2
)1−2
ξ 2−22 max
S2 η2−31 η1−22 ξ3−41 ξ1−22 ((1 − η2)(2 − η1η2))−
(
η31(η2, η1)
2 − η1
)1−2
ξ 2−22 max
S3 η−1 η1−22 ξ3−41 ξ2−32 ((1 − η2)(2 − η1η2ξ2))−
(
η31(η2, η1ξ2)
2 − η1ξ2
)1−2
ξ 2−22 max
S4 η1−21 η1−22 ξ3−41 ξ1−22 ((1 − η1)(2 − η2)(2 − η1(2 − η2)))− η1−232 (η1, η2) ξ 2−22 max
S5 η1−21 η1−22 ξ3−41 ξ1−22 ((1 − η2)(2 − η1)(2 − η2(2 − η1)))− η1−232 (η2, η1) ξ 2−22 max
Table 2: Integration measures, µSi , of the five sectors S1, . . . ,S5, of the triple-collinear sector parameterization. The functions η31, η32 and ξ2 max
are defined in Eq. (45).
In order to determine the third transverse vector, let us consider a general parameterization
φ2 = φ2(θ1, θ2, ζ) = φ2(θ2, θ1, ζ) , φ2(θ1, θ1, ζ) = 0 ,
φ2(θ1, θ2, ζ) = ∂+θ2φ2(θ1, ζ)
∣∣∣θ2 − θ1∣∣∣ + O((θ2 − θ1)2) ,
∂+θ2φ2(θ1, ζ) = limθ2→θ+1
φ2(θ1, θ2, ζ) − φ2(θ1, θ1, ζ)
θ2 − θ1 .
(49)
We then have
uˆ±3⊥ = lim
θ2→θ±1
uˆ2 − uˆ1
‖uˆ2 − uˆ1‖ = ±N3⊥(θ1, ζ) limθ2→θ±1
uˆ2 − uˆ1
θ2 − θ1 = ±N3⊥(θ1, ζ) Rˆ
(3−2)
1 (α1, α2, . . . )Rˆ
(3−2)
1 (θ1, φ1, ρ1, ρ2, . . . )
×
(
nˆ(3−2)
(
pi
2
, 0, 0, . . .
)
± sin θ1 ∂+θ2φ2(θ1, ζ) nˆ(3−2)
(
pi
2
,
pi
2
, σ1, σ2, . . .
))
, (50)
where N3⊥(θ1, ζ) is the positive normalization factor
N3⊥(θ1, ζ) =
[
1 +
(
sin θ1 ∂+θ2φ2(θ1, ζ)
)2]− 12
. (51)
The transverse vector can be reexpressed as
uˆ±3⊥ = Rˆ
(3−2)
1 (α1, α2, . . . )Rˆ
(3−2)
1 (θ1, φ1, ρ1, ρ2, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)
(
pi
2
, φ˜±2 , σ1, σ2, . . .
)
, (52)
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Figure 3: Example momentum parameterizations in the case of two unresolved momenta, u1 and u2, and two reference momenta, r1 and r2. The left
picture shows a case with initial state reference momenta with r1 = p2 and r2 = p1, while the right picture shows a mixed case with one final state
reference momentum, r1, and one initial state reference momentum, r2 = p1. The angles θ1 and θ2 allow for a straightforward parameterization of
the collinear limits with respect to the reference momenta. Q is the total momentum of the remaining final-state particles, while p1 and p2 are the
initial-state momenta.
with
tan φ˜±2 (θ1, ζ) = ± sin θ1 ∂+θ2φ2(θ1, ζ) , φ˜+2 ∈
[
0,
pi
2
[
, φ˜−2 ∈
[
pi
2
, pi
[
. (53)
For our particular choice of the dependence of φ2 on ζ, Eq. (42), there is
cos φ˜±2 = ±
√
ζ , sin φ˜±2 =
√
1 − ζ . (54)
4.3. Double-collinear sector parameterization: two reference momenta, two unresolved momenta
4.3.1. General case with n > n f r
The resolved and unresolved parton momenta read
rµ1 = r
0
1 rˆ
µ
1 = r
0
1
(
1
rˆ1
)
, rµ2 = r
0
2 rˆ
µ
2 = r
0
2
(
1
rˆ2
)
, uµ1 = u
0
1 uˆ
µ
1 = u
0
1
(
1
uˆ1
)
, uµ2 = u
0
2 uˆ
µ
2 = u
0
2
(
1
uˆ2
)
, (55)
with the angular parameterization (see Fig. 3)
rˆ1 = nˆ(3−2)(α1, α2, . . . ) ,
rˆ2 = nˆ(3−2)(β1, β2, . . . ) ,
uˆ1 = R(3−2)1 (α1, α2, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)(θ1, φ1, ρ1, ρ2, . . . ) ,
uˆ2 = R(3−2)1 (β1, β2, . . . )R
(3−2)
4 (ρ2, ρ3, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)(θ2, φ2, σ1, σ2, . . . ) . (56)
In the case of two initial state reference momenta, the phase space is∫
dΦn+2 =
∫
dΦunresolved
∫
dΦn(p1 + p2 − u1 − u2) , (57)
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while for one final state (r1) and one initial state (r2) reference momentum∫
dΦn+2 =
(
µ2Re
γE
4pi
) ∫
S2−21
dΩ(α1, α2, . . . )
∫
dΦunresolved
∫ r0max
0
dr01 (r
0
1)
1−2
2(2pi)3−2
∫
dΦn−1(p1 + p2 − r1 − u1 − u2) , (58)
and similarly if the roˆles of r1 and r2 are reversed. For two final state reference momenta, there is∫
dΦn+2 =
(
µ2Re
γE
4pi
)2 ∫
S2−21
dΩ(α1, α2, . . . )
∫
S2−21
dΩ(β1, β2, . . . )
∫
dΦunresolved
×
∫ r0max
0
dr01 (r
0
1)
1−2
2(2pi)3−2
∫ r02 max
0
dr02 (r
0
2)
1−2
2(2pi)3−2
∫
dΦn−2(p1 + p2 − r1 − r2 − u1 − u2) . (59)
r0max is defined in Eq. (40) with rˆ = rˆ1. If the second reference momentum is in the initial state and n = 2, then Eq. (41)
applies. Furthermore, in the case of two final state reference momenta
r02 max =
√
sˆ
(
Emax − u01 − u02 − r01
)
+ r1 · (u1 + u2) + u1 · u2√
sˆ − rˆ2 · (u1 + u2 + r1)
, (60)
and in the particular case n = 3∫ r02 max
0
dr02 (r
0
2)
1−2
2(2pi)3−2
∫
dΦ1(p1 + p2 − u1 − u2) =
(r02 max)
1−2
4(2pi)2−2
1√
sˆ − rˆ2 · (u1 + u2 + r1)
. (61)
The unresolved phase space is split according to the ordering of the energies of the unresolved partons∫
dΦunresolved =
∫
dΦunresolved
(
θ(u01 − u02) + θ(u02 − u01)
)
, (62)
with∫
dΦunresolved θ(u01 − u02) =(
µ2Re
γE
4pi
)2 ∫
S2−21
dΩ(θ1, φ1, ρ1, . . . )
∫
S2−21
dΩ(θ2, φ2, σ1, σ2, . . . )
∫ u0max
0
du01 (u
0
1)
1−2
2(2pi)3−2
∫ u02 max
0
du02 (u
0
2)
1−2
2(2pi)3−2
θ
(
u01 − u02
)
=
E4max
(2pi)6
(piµ2ReγE
4E2max
)2 ∫
S1−21
dΩ(φ1, ρ1, . . . )
∫
S1−21
dΩ(φ2, σ1, σ2, . . . )
×
∫∫∫∫ 1
0
dη1dη2dξ1dξ2 η−1 η
−
2 ξ
3−4
1 ξ
1−2
2
((
1 − η1)(1 − η2))−ξ2−22 max , (63)
where
u01 = Emax ξ1 , u
0
2 = Emax ξ1ξ2ξ2 max , ξ2 max = min
1, 1ξ1 1 − ξ11 − Emax√
sˆ
ξ1 uˆ1 · uˆ2
 ,
cos θ1 = 1 − 2η1 , cos θ2 = 1 − 2η2 .
(64)
Notice that if αi = βi = 0 for i > 2, then uˆ1 · uˆ2 is only a function of α1,2, β1,2, θ1,2, φ1,2, ρ1, and σ1,2. This fact will be
important for the four-dimensional formulation of the subtraction scheme.
The behavior of amplitudes in collinear limits is characterized by the transverse vectors
uµi⊥ =
(
0
uˆi⊥
)
, i = 1, 2 , (65)
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Figure 4: Parameterization of a fully massless four-particle phase space (left), where two of the final states are used as reference vectors, r1 and r2,
while the other two, u1 and u2, are considered to be unresolved. p1 and p2 are initial state momenta, while r is a reference vector equal to the sum
of one reference and one unresolved momentum, r = r1 + u1. If the parameters of one of the unresolved momenta are specified, then the available
range of parameters of the other one is split into two disjunct regions (right). There are neither soft nor collinear singularities in region II.
with
uˆ1⊥ = lim
θ1→0
uˆ1 − rˆ1
‖uˆ1 − rˆ1‖ =
∂uˆ1
∂θ1
∣∣∣∣∣
θ1=0
= Rˆ(3−2)1 (α1, α2, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)
(
pi
2
, φ1, ρ1, ρ2, . . .
)
, (66)
uˆ2⊥ = lim
θ2→0
uˆ2 − rˆ2
‖uˆ2 − rˆ2‖ =
∂uˆ2
∂θ2
∣∣∣∣∣
θ2=0
= Rˆ(3−2)1 (β1, β2, . . . )Rˆ
(3−2)
4 (ρ2, ρ3, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)
(
pi
2
, φ2, σ1, σ2, . . .
)
. (67)
4.3.2. Special case with n = nu = n f r = 2
This is a parameterization of a fully massless four-particle phase space. Unlike previous cases, it uses an auxiliary
reference vector, r. The configuration is depicted in Fig. 4, and defines the following reference and unresolved
momenta
rµ1 = r
0
1 rˆ
µ
1 = r
0
1
(
1
rˆ1
)
, rµ2 = r
0
2 rˆ
µ
2 = r
0
2
(
1
rˆ2
)
, uµ1 = u
0
1 uˆ
µ
1 = u
0
1
(
1
uˆ1
)
, uµ2 = u
0
2 uˆ
µ
2 = u
0
2
(
1
uˆ2
)
, (68)
where
r = r01 rˆ1 + u
0
1 uˆ1 = −r02 rˆ2 − u02 uˆ2 , r = ‖r‖ , rˆ =
r
r
, (69)
with the angular parameterization
rˆ = nˆ(3−2)(α1, α2, . . . ) ,
uˆ1 = R(3−2)1 (α1, α2, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)(θ˜1, φ1, ρ1, ρ2, . . . ) ,
uˆ2 = R(3−2)1 (α1, α2, . . . )R
(3−2)
4 (ρ2, ρ3, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)(θ˜2, φ2, σ1, σ2, . . . ) . (70)
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We start with a general discussion of the phase space. A parameterization suitable for the derivation of the subtraction
and integrated subtraction terms will be provided near the end of the section. We write∫
dΦ4 =
(
µ2Re
γE
4pi
)3 ∫
S2−21
dΩ(α1, α2, . . . )
×
∫
S1−21
dΩ(φ1, ρ1, . . . )
∫
S1−21
dΩ(φ2, σ1, σ2, . . . )
×
∫ ∞
0
du01 (u
0
1)
1−2
2(2pi)3−2
∫ 1
−1
d cos θ1
(
1 − cos2 θ1
)− ∫ ∞
0
du02(u
0
2)
1−2
2(2pi)3−2
∫ 1
−1
d cos θ2
(
1 − cos2 θ2
)−
×
(
1 − cos2 θ˜1
1 − cos2 θ1
)− (1 − cos2 θ˜2
1 − cos2 θ2
)− r01 r02
4 (2pi)2−2 r1+2
∣∣∣r01 + r02 + u01 cos θ1 + u02 cos θ2∣∣∣ ,
(71)
where
cos θ˜i =
r0i cos θi + u
0
i
r
, (72)
r01 =
sˆ − 2√sˆ
(
u01 + u
0
2
)
+ 2u02
(
u01 + u
0
2
)
+ 2
(√
sˆ − u01 − u02
)
u02 cos θ2
2
(√
sˆ − u01 (1 − cos θ1) − u02 (1 − cos θ2)
) ,
r02 =
sˆ − 2√sˆ
(
u01 + u
0
2
)
+ 2u01
(
u01 + u
0
2
)
+ 2
(√
sˆ − u01 − u02
)
u01 cos θ1
2
(√
sˆ − u01 (1 − cos θ1) − u02 (1 − cos θ2)
) ,
r =
√(
u01
)2
+
(
r01
)2
+ 2u01r
0
1 cos θ1 =
√(
u02
)2
+
(
r02
)2
+ 2u02r
0
2 cos θ2 . (73)
Notice that in the collinear limit θi → 0, also θ˜i → 0. This implies that the integration measure factors(
1 − cos2 θ˜i
1 − cos2 θi
)−
, (74)
do not influence the scaling of the integrand in the limit.
The integration region splits into two, region I and region II. We choose the energy and angle of the first parton to
provide restrictions on the energy and angle of the second parton, see Fig. 4, thus
0 ≤ u01 ≤
√
sˆ
2
, −1 ≤ cos θ1 ≤ 1 . (75)
Region I reads
0 ≤ u02 <
sˆ − 2u01
(√
sˆ − u01
)
(1 − cos θ1)
2
(√
sˆ − u01 (1 − cos θ1)
) ,
−min
1, sˆ − 2
√
sˆ
(
u01 + u
0
2
)
+ 2u02
(
u01 + u
0
2
)
2u02
(√
sˆ − u01 − u02
)  ≤ cos θ2 ≤ 1 , (76)
with
r01 + r
0
2 + u
0
1 cos θ1 + u
0
2 cos θ2 > 0 . (77)
Region II reads
sˆ − 2u01
(√
sˆ − u01
)
(1 − cos θ1)
2
(√
sˆ − u01 (1 − cos θ1)
) ≤ u02 ≤ √sˆ2 ,
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−1 ≤ cos θ2 ≤ −
sˆ − 2√sˆ
(
u01 + u
0
2
)
+ 2u02
(
u01 + u
0
2
)
2u02
(√
sˆ − u01 − u02
) , (78)
with
r01 + r
0
2 + u
0
1 cos θ1 + u
0
2 cos θ2 ≤ 0 . (79)
Region II does not contain soft or collinear singularities. Indeed, as long as u01 > 0 and cos θ1 < 1, the endpoints
u02 = 0 and cos θ2 = 1 are not reachable. On the other hand, if either u
0
1 = 0 or cos θ1 = 1, region II has zero volume.
We are now ready to present the final parameterization of the phase space. We have∫
dΦ4 =
∫
dΦ4
[(
θ(u01 − u02) + θ(u02 − u01)
)
θ
(
r01 + r
0
2 + u
0
1 cos θ1 + u
0
2 cos θ2
)
+ θ
( − r01 − r02 − u01 cos θ1 − u02 cos θ2)] . (80)
The contribution on the second line represents region II. Since there are no singularities there, we will keep the
formulae we have given before without any further modification. The integral can be performed in four dimensions,
i.e.  = 0. On the other hand, we will write∫
dΦ4 θ(u01 − u02) θ
(
r01 + r
0
2 + u
0
1 cos θ1 + u
0
2 cos θ2
)
=
∫
S2−21
dΩ(α1, α2, . . . )
× E
4
max
4(2pi)8
(piµ2ReγE
E2max
)3 ∫
S1−21
dΩ(φ1, ρ1, . . . )
∫
S1−21
dΩ(φ2, σ1, σ2, . . . )
∫∫∫∫ 1
0
dη1dη2dξ1dξ2 η−1 η
−
2 ξ
3−4
1 ξ
1−2
2
× η2 max ξ2−22 max
(
1
η1
(
1 − cos2 θ˜1
))− ( 1
η2
(
1 − cos2 θ˜2
))− (Emax
r
)2 r01 r02
r
(
r01 + r
0
2 + u
0
1 cos θ1 + u
0
2 cos θ2
) , (81)
where
u01 = Emax ξ1 , u
0
2 = Emax ξ1ξ2ξ2 max , ξ2 max = min
[
1,
1
ξ1
1 − η1ξ1(2 − ξ1)
1 − η1ξ1
]
,
cos θ1 = 1 − 2η1 , cos θ2 = 1 − 2η2η2 max , η2 max = min
[
1,
1
ξ1
1 − ξ1
ξ2ξ2 max
(
2 − ξ1(1 + ξ2ξ2 max))
]
.
(82)
The factor in the last line of Eq. (81) is regular in all limits.
The behavior of amplitudes in collinear limits is characterized by the transverse vectors
uµi⊥ =
(
0
uˆi⊥
)
, i = 1, 2 , (83)
with
uˆ1⊥ = lim
θ1→0
uˆ1 − rˆ1
‖uˆ1 − rˆ1‖ =
∂uˆ1
∂θ˜1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ˜1=0
= Rˆ(3−2)1 (α1, α2, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)
(
pi
2
, φ1, ρ1, ρ2, . . .
)
, (84)
uˆ2⊥ = lim
θ2→0
uˆ2 − rˆ2
‖uˆ2 − rˆ2‖ =
∂uˆ2
∂θ˜2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
θ˜2=0
= Rˆ(3−2)1 (α1, α2, . . . )Rˆ
(3−2)
4 (ρ2, ρ3, . . . )nˆ
(3−2)
(
pi
2
, φ2, σ1, σ2, . . .
)
. (85)
4.4. Angular integrations beyond four dimensions
The parameterizations we have presented involve d-dimensional angular integrations. In practice, the number of rele-
vant dimensions depends on the number of vectors present in the problem. However, we will later define the scheme
in ’t Hooft-Veltman regularization, in which the resolved momenta (the final state momenta qi, the reference momenta
ri, and possibly up to two of the unresolved momenta), are four-dimensional. Inspecting the explicit parameterizations
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of the unresolved momenta from the previous subsections, we notice that the scalar products amongst themselves and
with four-dimensional vectors involve parameters from at most two additional dimensions. The angular integrations
over the parameters, which do not occur in the integrand can be performed explicitly. If the integrand depends on
four-dimensional parameters only, then we use∫
S−21
dΩ 1 = 2
(4pi)−Γ(1 − )
Γ(1 − 2) . (86)
If the integrand depends on the parameters of a single unresolved momentum, then∫
S−21
dΩ(ρ1, . . . ) =
(4pi)−Γ(1 − )
Γ(1 − 2)
×
∫ +1
−1
d cos ρ1
(
δ(1 − cos ρ1) + δ(1 + cos ρ1) − 2 4
Γ(1 − 2)
Γ2(1 − )
[
1
(1 − cos2 ρ1)1+
]
+
)
. (87)
Finally, if the integrand depends on the parameters of two unresolved momenta, then the integration over the parame-
ters of the first is done with the previous formula, while the integration over the parameters of the second requires∫
S−21
dΩ(σ1, σ2, . . . ) =
(4pi)−Γ(1 − )
2Γ(1 − 2)
×
∫ +1
−1
d cosσ1
∫ +1
−1
d cosσ2
((
δ(1 − cosσ1) + δ(1 + cosσ1))(δ(1 − cosσ2) + δ(1 + cosσ2))
− 2 4
Γ(1 − 2)
Γ2(1 − )
[
1
(1 − cos2 σ1)1+
]
+
(
δ(1 − cosσ2) + δ(1 + cosσ2))
− 2 + 4
pi
[
1
(1 − cos2 σ1)1+
]
+
[
1
(1 − cos2 σ2) 32 +
]
+
)
.
(88)
The integrands contain the distribution∫ +1
−1
d cos ρ
[
1
(1 − cos2 ρ)α
]
+
f (cos ρ) =
∫ 0
−1
d cos ρ
f (cos ρ) − f (−1)
(1 − cos2 ρ)α +
∫ +1
0
d cos ρ
f (cos ρ) − f (+1)
(1 − cos2 ρ)α . (89)
In the case of two-to-two processes, i.e. processes with n = 2, there is an additional simplification. Indeed, we
can then assume that the resolved momenta in the Born approximation are three-dimensional, i.e. they have two-
dimensional spatial components. This corresponds to scattering on a plane. In such a case, the necessary dimension
of the unresolved momenta drops by one. This implies that for n = 2, five-dimensional unresolved momenta are
sufficient.
5. Generation of subtraction and integrated subtraction terms
Using the decomposition of Section 3 and the parameterizations of Section 4, we have succeeded in confining the
singular phase space integrations to just two variables in the n + 1 case, and four variables in the n + 2 case. For a
single unresolved parton, the phase space measure contains (see Eq. (33))∫∫ 1
0
dη dξ η− ξ1−2 . (90)
The collinear limit between the unresolved and the reference parton is at η = 0. The relevant approximation of the
tree-level matrix element in this limit in terms of a factorization formula is given in Eq. (D.2). This approximation
also covers the soft-collinear limit, where η = ξ = 0. The pure soft limit of vanishing unresolved parton energy, ξ = 0,
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which is only singular for gluons, is described by Eq. (D.35). The behavior of the matrix elements in the collinear and
soft limits is at most as singular as
1
η
1
ξ2
. (91)
Tree-level matrix elements with a single unresolved parton are to be found in σˆR and σˆC1. We will discuss the
construction of the subtraction scheme in the case of σˆR. The other cases follow exactly the same pattern. We have
σˆR =
∑
ik
∫∫ 1
0
dη
η1+
dξ
ξ1+2
fi,k(η, ξ) , (92)
where we sum over the unresolved, i, and reference, k, partons. fi,k(η, ξ) is independently regular at both η = 0 and
ξ = 0. Unless the unresolved parton is a gluon, it even vanishes at ξ = 0. For example, in the case of an initial state
reference momentum, using Eqs. (29) and (33) with z = 1, we obtain
fi,k(η, ξ) =
E2max
16pi3 sˆNab
( piµ2ReγE
4E2max(1 − η)
) ∫
S1−21
dΩ(φ, ρ1, . . . )
∫
dΦn
(
p1 + p2 − u)Si,k [η ξ2〈M(0)n+1|M(0)n+1〉] Fn+1 . (93)
The phase space of the remaining partons, dΦn
(
p1 + p2 − u), the selector function, Si,k, the measurement function,
Fn+1, and the matrix element, 〈M(0)n+1|M(0)n+1〉, depend on η and ξ through the momentum, u, of the unresolved parton.
The Laurent expansion of σˆR can be derived using Eq. (92) and the master formula
1
x1+a
= − 1
a
δ(x) +
[
1
x1+a
]
+
, (94)
where x is either η or ξ. Since the limits commute, the formula should be used recursively for both variables. Further-
more ∫ 1
0
dx
[
1
x1+a
]
+
f (x) =
∫ 1
0
dx
f (x) − f (0)
x1+a
. (95)
We will call the contribution of the delta-function, δ(x), the integrated subtraction term, or the pole term in the variable
x. For this term, we will say that a pole has been taken in variable x. The end-point subtraction in the plus-distribution
will be called the subtraction term. While the application of Eq. (94) indeed leads to an explicit expansion in  with
numerically integrable coefficients, the non-trivial part is the evaluation of the limits of the matrix elements multiplied
with η ξ2. These are needed to evaluate fi,k(η, 0), fi,k(0, ξ) and fi,k(0, 0), and take the form
lim
η→0
[
η ξ2〈M(0)n+1|M(0)n+1〉
]
, lim
ξ→0
[
η ξ2〈M(0)n+1|M(0)n+1〉
]
, lim
η→0
lim
ξ→0
[
η ξ2〈M(0)n+1|M(0)n+1〉
]
. (96)
As we pointed out at the beginning of this section, these limits can be obtained from factorization formulae, where
the process dependent information is contained in matrix elements with n partons in the final state, while the process
independent information is to be found in the splitting and soft functions. Therefore, in order to implement the scheme
in general, one only needs to determine the limits of the splitting and soft functions. By construction, the resulting
integrals will be pointwise convergent, since the amplitude limits were pointwise. These features will be present in
the subsequent more complicated cases to be found in this section.
The last contribution with n + 1 final-state partons is σˆRV. The factorization formula for one-loop matrix elements
present in σˆRV in the collinear limit can be found in (E.2), whereas the one for the soft limit in (E.13). We notice that
the scaling of the matrix elements in these limits is not uniform. In the collinear limit, there are two different terms
proportional to
1
η
and
1
η1+
, (97)
respectively. The second scaling is an artifact of the virtual integration. In the soft limit, on the other hand, we
encounter
1
ξ2
and
1
ξ2+2
. (98)
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The behavior in the soft-collinear limit is a combination of the two, since soft and collinear limits commute. The
possible scalings are
1
η
1
ξ2
and
1
η1+
1
ξ2+2
. (99)
While we cannot simply use Eq. (94), we only need a minor modification. Suppose, that there is a function f (x),
which behaves as
f (x) −−−→
x→0
f0 + x−b f , (100)
then, we write ∫ 1
0
dx
x1+a
f (x) = − 1
a
f0 − 1(a + b) f +
∫ 1
0
dx
x1+a
(
f (x) − f0 − x−b f) . (101)
This is a generalization of Eq. (94) for functions with non-uniform scaling. The formula should be used for η and
ξ independently. The order of the variables, in which subtraction and integrated subtraction terms are introduced is
irrelevant. We define the terminology of subtraction and integrated subtraction terms by analogy to the previous case.
The double-real radiation contribution, σˆRR, contains two unresolved partons. Eqs. (44), (63) and (81) show that
the phase space always contains∫∫∫∫ 1
0
dη1dη2dξ1dξ2 η
a1−b1
1 η
a2−b2
2 ξ
a3−b3
1 ξ
a4−b4
2 . (102)
The physical limits corresponding to the vanishing of the four variables, η1, η2, ξ1 and ξ2, in the triple-collinear pa-
rameterization can be determined using Eq. (42) and Tab. 1. In the double-collinear parameterization, it is necessary
to use Eq. (64) and Eq. (82). The required factorization formulae for the limits of tree-level matrix elements can be
found in Appendix D. Multiplying the matrix elements by appropriate powers of η1, η2, ξ1 and ξ2, we can rewrite any
contribution to σˆRR in the form ∫∫∫∫ 1
0
dη1
η1+b11
dη2
η1+b22
dξ1
ξ1+b31
dξ2
ξ1+b42
f (η1, η2, ξ1, ξ2) . (103)
The construction of the subtraction scheme amounts to the recursive use of Eq. (94). Notice that some of the next-
to-next-to-leading order limits are iterated next-to-leading order limits. For example, if two different pairs of partons
become collinear, we would apply formula Eq. (D.2) to each of the pairs independently. Similarly, if two partons
become collinear, and another parton becomes soft, we would apply Eq. (D.2) to the collinear pair, and Eq. (D.35) to
the soft parton. The last limit, which can be obtained in this way, is when two partons become collinear, and both of
them become soft. This is a single-collinear double-soft limit. We would first apply Eq. (D.2) to the collinear pair,
and then we would take the soft limit. The approximation to the matrix element is
|M(0)a1,a2,a3...(u1, u2, . . . )|2 '
(
4piαs
)2 2
s12
Pˆ(0) µνa1a2 (z12, u3⊥; ) 〈M(0)a3,...(p, . . . )|Jµ(u1 + u2)Jν(u1 + u2)|M(0)a3,...(p, . . . )〉 , (104)
where {a1, a2} is either {g, g} or {q, q¯}, and
Jµ(q) =
∑
i
Ti
pµi
pi · q , (105)
is the soft current.
The algorithm described in this section requires a multitude of matrix elements. The complete list including
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contributions, which do not necessitate subtraction is
〈M(0)n |M(0)n 〉 , 〈M(0)n |Ti · T j|M(0)n 〉 , 〈M(0)n |λi〉〈λ′i |M(0)n 〉 ,
〈M(0)n |
{
Ti · T j,Tk · Tl}|M(0)n 〉 , 〈M(0)n | f abcT ai T bj T ck |M(0)n 〉 , 〈M(0)n |Ti · T j|λk〉〈λ′k |M(0)n 〉 , 〈M(0)n |λiλ j〉〈λ′iλ′j|M(0)n 〉 ,
〈M(0)n+1|M(0)n+1〉 , 〈M(0)n+1|Ti · T j|M(0)n+1〉 , 〈M(0)n+1|λi〉〈λ′i |M(0)n+1〉 , 〈M(0)n+2|M(0)n+2〉 ,
〈M(0)n |M(1)n 〉 , 〈M(0)n |Ti · T j|M(1)n 〉 , 〈M(0)n |λi〉〈λ′i |M(1)n 〉 , 〈M(0)n+1|M(1)n+1〉 ,
〈M(1)n |M(1)n 〉 , 〈M(0)n |M(2)n 〉 .
(106)
The one- and two-loop matrix elements can be further decomposed into divergent parts and finite remainders as shown
in Appendix C. This, however, does not make the list any longer, and amounts to a replacement of |M(1,2)n,n+1〉 by |F (1,2)n,n+1〉.
In the case of gluons, spin correlated matrix elements are needed. Those are indicated by the presence of
|λi〉〈λ′i | , (107)
which just means that the polarization of gluon i is fixed to be λi in the matrix element and λ′i in the conjugated matrix
elements. The remaining polarizations are summed over. In case there is
|λiλ j〉〈λ′iλ′j| , (108)
the matrix element has a double spin correlation in gluons i and j. The spin correlators are due to the contraction of
matrix elements with transverse vectors, which occur in the splitting functions, e.g. in Eqs. (D.4) and (D.5). Indeed,
we can decompose any transverse vector as
kµ⊥ = −
∑
λ
(
∗(k, λ) · k⊥) µ(k, λ) , (109)
as long as k⊥ · k = k⊥ · k¯ = 0, where k¯µ = kµ.
6. Average over azimuthal angles
The construction of the subtraction scheme presented in the previous sections relied, among others, on spin correlated
splitting functions. The latter were necessary to guarantee the pointwise convergence of the numerical integration
of the amplitudes and their respective subtraction terms. Nevertheless, explicit divergences of virtual amplitudes do
not exhibit spin correlations. This suggests that it should be possible to obtain the integrated subtraction terms from
azimuthally averaged splitting functions. There are two loopholes in this argument. First, it might happen that the
integrated subtraction terms do not involve spin correlations in the coefficients of the poles in , while still containing
them in the finite parts. Second, the splitting functions might not be contracted with matrix elements directly. In this
section, we will demonstrate that both of these cases indeed take place. We will also point out when azimuthally
averaged splitting functions may be safely used.
Let us first consider the single-collinear case described by the parameterization of Section 4.1. In the limit θ = 0,
besides the transverse vector u⊥, nothing depends on the azimuthal angles φ, ρ1, . . . . The spin correlator can be
evaluated explicitly with∫
S1−21
dΩ 1
−1 ∫
S1−21
dΩ(φ, ρ1, ρ2, . . . )
uµ⊥uν⊥
u2⊥
=
1
2(1 − )
(
gµν − r
µr¯ν + rνr¯µ
r · r¯
)
, (110)
where u⊥ is given in Eq. (35), and r¯µ = rµ. This result follows from the vanishing of the µ, ν = 0 components, rotation
invariance in the 1 − 2 dimensions parameterized by φ, ρ1, . . . , orthogonality to r, and normalization of the trace to
unity. Transversality of the amplitudes implies that we can simply replace the spin correlated splitting function by its
averaged counterpart. Similar arguments apply in the double-collinear sector, Section 4.3, for collinear limits of both
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unresolved momenta independently, and in the triple-collinear sector, Section 4.2, for the triple-collinear limit, and
for the collinear limit of the unresolved momenta with respect to the reference momentum. The situation is slightly
complicated by the fact that the parameterization of the second unresolved momentum depends on the first. In case
the latter is collinear to the reference momentum, we have to use rotation invariance to decouple the momenta, and
only then perform the azimuthal average.
We will now be interested in the possibility to perform an azimuthal average of the splitting function generating
the collinear pole related to the two unresolved momenta becoming collinear to each other, but not to the reference
momentum. This case occurs in sectors S4 and S5 of the triple-collinear parameterization. We need to consider the
integration over φ2 in the triple-collinear sector parameterization with a general parameter ζ, Eq. (49). We thus study
the integration measure at θ2 ≈ θ1 , 0. The relevant transverse vector u3⊥, Eq. (52), defines the azimuthal angle φ˜2,
Eq. (53),
tan φ˜±2 (θ1, ζ) = ± sin θ1 ∂+θ2φ2(θ1, ζ) , φ˜+2 ∈
[
0,
pi
2
[
, φ˜−2 ∈
[
pi
2
, pi
[
. (111)
The subsequent angular parameters are integrated over with the correct d-dimensional measure. Thus, if the inte-
gration measure over φ˜2, which is obtained by a non-linear remapping is correct, we can replace the spin correlated
splitting function by its averaged counterpart. Let us proceed by expanding the relevant expressions around θ2 ≈ θ1,
where
φ2(θ1, θ2, ζ) = ∂+θ2φ2(θ1, ζ)
∣∣∣θ2 − θ1∣∣∣ + O((θ2 − θ1)2) . (112)
We first examine the contribution from the region θ2 > θ1. There is∫
dφ2 sin−2 φ2 =
∫ pi/2
0
dφ˜2 tan−2 φ˜2
(
θ2 − θ1
sin θ1
)1−2 1
cos2 φ˜2
+ O((θ2 − θ1)2) . (113)
The singularity in the limit is generated by the invariant s12
1
s12
=
1
2 u1 · u2 =
cos2 φ˜2
(θ2 − θ1)2
1
u01u
0
2
+ O
(
1
θ2 − θ1
)
, (114)
which leads to ∫
dφ2 sin−2 φ2
1
s12
=
∫ pi/2
0
dφ˜2 tan−2 φ˜2
1
sin2 θ1
(
sin θ1
θ2 − θ1
)1+2 1
u01u
0
2
+ O
(
(θ2 − θ1)0
)
. (115)
This expression contains a regulated logarithmic singularity in the integration over θ2 at θ2 = θ1, which will result in
a single pole in . Once the second region with θ1 > θ2 is added, the pole contribution is proportional to the integral∫ pi
0
dφ˜2 | tan φ˜2|−2 . (116)
Unfortunately, the azimuthal integration measure over φ˜2 contains | tan φ˜2|−2 instead of sin−2 φ˜2. In consequence,
replacing the spin correlated splitting function by the averaged one will only be correct at  = 0. On the other hand,
the integrals can still be performed exactly
∫ pi
0
dφ˜2 | tan φ˜2|−2
∫
S−21
dΩ 1
−1 ∫ pi
0
dφ˜2 | tan φ˜2|−2
∫
S−21
dΩ(σ1, σ2, . . . )
uµ3⊥u
ν
3⊥
u23⊥
=
1
2
(
gµν − u
µ
1u¯
ν
1 + u
ν
1u¯
µ
1
u1 · u¯1
)
−  uµ3⊥(φ˜2 = 0) uν3⊥(φ˜2 = 0) , (117)
where u3⊥, given in Eq. (52), does not depend on σ1, σ2, . . . at φ˜2 = 0. Moreover, u¯
µ
1 = u1 µ, with u
µ
1 given in Eq. (37).
The result follows from the vanishing of the µ, ν = 0 components, orthogonality to u1, rotation invariance in the space
parameterized by σ1, σ2, . . . , normalization of the trace to unity, and finally from the explicit value of the integral
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when contracted with uµ3⊥(φ˜2 = 0) u
ν
3⊥(φ˜2 = 0). In practice, we can thus replace the spin correlated splitting functions
Eqs. (D.4) and (D.5) as follows
Pˆ(0) µνgg (z, u3⊥; ) −→ −gµν
[
2CA
(
z
1 − z +
1 − z
z
+ (1 − )z(1 − z)
)]
+ 4CA(1 − )z(1 − z) uµ3⊥(φ˜2 = 0) uν3⊥(φ˜2 = 0) ,
Pˆ(0) µνqq¯ (z, u3⊥; ) −→ −gµν
[
TF
(
1 − 2z(1 − z))] − 4TFz(1 − z) uµ3⊥(φ˜2 = 0) uν3⊥(φ˜2 = 0) . (118)
The terms in the square brackets should be compared with the averaged splitting functions Eqs. (D.9) and (D.10). As
expected, the functions are different at order .
This discussion is relevant first and foremost to the single-collinear pole generated by η2 in sector 4, and by η1
in sector 5 of the triple-collinear sector parameterization, as can be verified using Tab. 1. Clearly, there will be no
spin correlations in the coefficient of the pole itself, but the matrix element of the finite part will be contracted with
u3⊥(φ˜2 = 0). Note that the subtraction terms to this contribution in the collinear limit of u1 with respect to the
reference momentum r should be derived by using an iteration of splitting functions, instead of the triple-collinear
splitting function. The relevant approximation of the azimuthally averaged matrix elements takes the general form
|M(0)ar ,a1,a2,...(r, u1, u2, . . . )|2 '
(
8piαs
)2
s12 sr12
〈Pˆ(0)a1a2 (z12; )〉 〈M(0)a,...(p, . . . )|Pˆ
(0)
ara12 (zr12, u1⊥; )|M(0)a,...(p, . . . )〉 , (119)
where the variables with subscript “12” describe the first limit u1||u2, whereas the variables with subscript “r12”, the
second limit r||u1 + u2. If spin correlations are present in the first limit, then
|M(0)ar ,g,g,...(r, u1, u2, . . . )|2 '(
8piαs
)2
s12 sr12
[
2CA
(
z12
1 − z12 +
1 − z12
z12
+ (1 − )z12(1 − z12)
)
〈M(0)ar ,...(p, . . . )|Pˆ
(0)
arg(zr12, u1⊥; )|M(0)ar ,...(p, . . . )〉
+ 4CA(1 − )z12(1 − z12) 〈M(0)ar ,...(p, . . . )|Pˆ
(0)
Parg
(
zr12, u1⊥, u
µ
3⊥(φ˜2 = 0)
)|M(0)ar ,...(p, . . . )〉] , (120)
for gluons, and similarly
|M(0)ar ,q,q¯,...(r, u1, u2, . . . )|2 '(
8piαs
)2
s12 sr12
[
TF
(
1 − 2z12(1 − z12)
)
〈M(0)ar ,...(p, . . . )|Pˆ
(0)
arg(zr12, u1⊥; )|M(0)ar ,...(p, . . . )〉
− 4TFz12(1 − z12) 〈M(0)ar ,...(p, . . . )|Pˆ
(0)
Parg
(
zr12, u1⊥, u
µ
3⊥(φ˜2 = 0)
)|M(0)ar ,...(p, . . . )〉] , (121)
for quarks. Both expressions contain the polarized splitting functions Eqs. (D.13) and (D.14).
The second contribution, which is affected by the non-trivial averages of the spin correlated splitting functions,
is the single-collinear double-soft double pole, generated by the pair of variables {ξ2, η2} in sector 4, and {ξ2, η1} in
sector 5 of the triple-collinear sector parameterization (see Tab. 1). In both cases, as long as ξ1 is non-vanishing, the
collinear limit of the two unresolved partons will generate spin correlations. The double-pole contribution can be
obtained from the matrix element factorization (see Eq. (104))
|M(0)a1,a2,a3...(u1, u2, . . . )|2 '
(
4piαs
)2 2
s12
Pˆ(0) µνa1a2 (z12, u3⊥; ) 〈M(0)a3,...(p, . . . )|Jµ(u1 + u2)Jν(u1 + u2)|M(0)a3,...(p, . . . )〉 , (122)
The splitting functions should be replaced according to Eq. (118). In this case, the difference between the correct
replacement and the averaged splitting functions affects the single pole. Thus, using averaged splitting functions
would lead to an incomplete cancellation of the divergences in the cross section. There are no other instances, where
Eq. (118) must be used, because all other subtraction and integrated subtraction terms contributing to the cases just
discussed do not involve spin correlations.
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S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 double-collinear
double-pole (η2, ξ2) (η2, ξ2) (η1, ξ2) (η2, ξ2)
single-pole η2, ξ2 ξ2 η1 η2, ξ2 η1, ξ2 η1, η2, ξ2
Table 3: Single-unresolved contributions to double-real radiation, σˆRRSU . Listed are the variables leading to pole (integrated subtraction) terms
after application of the algorithm of Section 5. Each pole is accompanied by all possible subtraction terms. Sectors S1, . . . ,S5 belong to the
triple-collinear sector parameterization of Section 4.2. The variables of the double-collinear sector parameterization are defined in Section 4.3.
7. Separation of finite contributions
In order to define the subtraction scheme in ’t Hooft-Veltman regularization, which will be done in the next section,
it is necessary to understand which cross section contributions are separately finite. Clearly, the leading order cross
section is finite and can be directly evaluated in four dimensions. At next-to-leading order, the situation is slightly
more complicated. From the three contributions, σˆR, σˆV, σˆC, we can decompose the first two as follows
σˆR = σˆRF + σˆ
R
U , σˆ
V = σˆVF + σˆ
V
U . (123)
The subscript “F” stands for “finite” here and below, while “U” stands for “unresolved”. For real radiation we have
σˆRF =
1
2sˆ
1
N
∫
dΦn+1
[
〈M(0)n+1|M(0)n+1〉Fn+1 + subtraction terms
]
, (124)
with the notation of Section 2. The subtraction terms are generated using the algorithm of Section 5. Any integrated
subtraction terms generated along the way belong to σˆRU. Thus, σˆ
R
U only involves tree-level matrix elements with n
final-state particles. For virtual corrections we have
σˆVF =
1
2sˆ
1
N
∫
dΦn 2Re 〈M(0)n |F (1)n 〉Fn , σˆVU =
1
2sˆ
1
N
∫
dΦn 2Re 〈M(0)n |Z(1)|M(0)n 〉Fn , (125)
where the finite remainder |F (1)n 〉 and the singular color-space operator Z(1) are defined in Appendix C. The finiteness
of the next-to-leading order cross section implies that the following contributions are separately finite
σˆRF , σˆ
V
F , σˆU = σˆ
R
U + σˆ
V
U + σˆ
C . (126)
At next-to-next-to-leading order, we begin by decomposing the double-real radiation as follows
σˆRR = σˆRRF + σˆ
RR
SU + σˆ
RR
DU , (127)
where
σˆRRF =
1
2sˆ
1
N
∫
dΦn+2
[
〈M(0)n+2|M(0)n+2〉Fn+2 + subtraction terms
]
. (128)
The single-unresolved (SU) contribution, σˆRRSU , contains all integrated subtraction terms with n + 1 resolved particles
including the necessary subtraction terms. The relevant pole terms are listed in Tab. 3. The double-unresolved (DU)
contribution, σˆRRDU, contains all integrated subtraction terms with n resolved particles including the necessary subtrac-
tion terms. The relevant pole terms are those not listed in Tab. 3. The real-virtual cross section can be decomposed as
follows
σˆRV = σˆRVF + σˆ
RV
SU + σˆ
RV
FR + σˆ
RV
DU , (129)
where
σˆRVF =
1
2sˆ
1
N
∫
dΦn+1
[
2Re 〈M(0)n+1|F (1)n+1〉Fn+1 + subtraction terms
]
, (130)
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σˆRVSU =
1
2sˆ
1
N
∫
dΦn+1
[
2Re 〈M(0)n+1|Z(1)|M(0)n+1〉Fn+1 + subtraction terms
]
. (131)
The limits required to generate the subtraction terms of 2Re 〈M(0)n+1|Z(1)|M(0)n+1〉 can be found in Appendix E.3, while
those of 〈M(0)n+1|F (1)n+1〉 in Appendix E.4. The other two contributions, σˆRVFR and σˆRVDU, contain all the integrated sub-
traction terms. The latter are distributed such that σˆRVFR involves finite remainders (FR) of one-loop amplitudes only,
whereas σˆRVDU the left-over Born matrix elements. Both types of matrix elements correspond to amplitudes with n
final-state particles. In order to obtain the relevant expressions, it is necessary to use the formulae of Appendix E.1
and Appendix E.2. The double-virtual cross section is decomposed as follows
σˆVV = σˆVVF + σˆ
VV
FR + σˆ
VV
DU , (132)
where
σˆVVF =
1
2sˆ
1
N
∫
dΦn
[
2Re 〈M(0)n |F (2)n 〉 + 〈F (1)n |F (1)n 〉
]
Fn , (133)
σˆVVFR =
1
2sˆ
1
N
∫
dΦn 2Re 〈M(0)n |
(
Z(1) † + Z(1)
)
|F (1)n 〉Fn , (134)
σˆVVDU =
1
2sˆ
1
N
∫
dΦn
[
2Re 〈M(0)n |Z(2)|M(0)n 〉 + 〈M(0)n |Z(1) †Z(1)|M(0)n 〉
]
Fn . (135)
Finally, the factorization contributions are decomposed as follows
σˆC1 = σˆC1SU + σˆ
C1
DU , σˆ
C2 = σˆC2FR + σˆ
C2
DU , (136)
where σˆC1SU is obtained from Eq. (8) by replacing σˆ
R with σˆRF , and σˆ
C1
DU by replacing σˆ
R with σˆRU. Similarly, σˆ
C2
FR
corresponds to keeping only the virtual contribution with the replacement σˆV → σˆVF , while the σˆC2DU contains the rest
of the convolutions together with σˆV → σˆVU. Gathering the different contributions, we define
σˆFR = σˆ
RV
FR + σˆ
VV
FR + σˆ
C2
FR , σˆSU = σˆ
RR
SU + σˆ
RV
SU + σˆ
C1
SU , σˆDU = σˆ
RR
DU + σˆ
RV
DU + σˆ
VV
DU + σˆ
C1
DU + σˆ
C2
DU . (137)
The separately finite contributions are
σˆRRF , σˆ
RV
F , σˆ
VV
F , σˆFR , σˆSU + σˆDU . (138)
The finiteness of σˆFR can be proven by noticing that the sum σˆFR + σˆSU + σˆDU is finite by the finiteness of the
next-to-next-to-leading order cross section, and the analytic structure of the matrix elements in σˆFR and σˆSU + σˆDU
is different. Indeed, σˆFR may have thresholds due to virtual integrations, which cannot be present in σˆSU + σˆDU, as
the latter only involves tree-level matrix elements. Thus, σˆFR must be separately finite. Another way to conduct the
proof is to notice that σˆFR is generated from leading order splitting and soft functions (compare with Appendix E.1
and Appendix E.2). It is thus finite by the finiteness of the next-to-leading order cross section, since the unresolved
contributions to the latter are derived from exactly the same splitting and soft functions [19]. The finiteness of σˆFR
implies, of course, the finiteness of σˆSU + σˆDU.
Using a suitable measurement function, it is possible to obtain the next-to-leading order cross section for n + 1
well-separated partons from a next-to-next-to-leading order cross section calculation for n well-separated partons.
This measurement function would satistify Fn = 0. It would set the contributions σˆVVF , σˆFR, and σˆDU to zero. On the
other hand, σˆRRF , σˆ
RV
F and σˆSU would correspond to σˆ
R
F , σˆ
V
F and σˆU as follows
σˆRRF → σˆRF , σˆRVF → σˆVF , σˆSU → σˆU . (139)
At this point, there are two remaining contributions, the single- and double-unresolved, which are not finite by
themselves. Both involve tree-level matrix elements only. Nevertheless, they have a different physical interpreta-
tion. The single-unresolved contribution corresponds to an inclusive phase space integral over n+1-resolved-particles
kinematics. The phase space singularities are regulated with suitable subtraction terms. The double-unresolved con-
tribution, on the other hand, corresponds to a phase space integral over n-resolved-particles kinematics. Due to
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LO σˆB
NLO σˆRF , σˆ
V
F , σˆU = σˆ
R
U + σˆ
V
U + σˆ
C
NNLO σˆRRF , σˆ
RV
F , σˆ
VV
F , σˆFR = σˆ
RV
FR + σˆ
VV
FR + σˆ
C2
FR ,
σˆSU = σˆ
RR
SU + σˆ
RV
SU + σˆ
C1
SU , σˆDU = σˆ
RR
DU + σˆ
RV
DU + σˆ
VV
DU + σˆ
C1
DU + σˆ
C2
DU
Table 4: Separately finite parts of a next-to-next-to-leading order cross section divided into: finite (F), unresolved (U), finite-remainder (FR),
single-unresolved (SU), and double-unresolved (DU) contributions. Precise definitions can be found in the text.
appropriate separation cuts inherent in the measurement function, there are no further phase space singularities. For
the purpose of a four-dimensional formulation of the subtraction scheme, we must render both contributions sepa-
rately finite. Since their sum is finite, we can concentrate on one of them. Once it is rendered finite by specifically
designed counterterms, it is sufficient to subtract the same counterterm from the other. Clearly, the single-unresolved
contribution is substantially less complex than the double-unresolved. We will thus proceed with its analysis. Once
our task is finished, we will have the separately finite contributions summarized in Tab. 4.
The single-unresolved contribution consists of three parts: double-real radiation, σˆRRSU , real-virtual radiation, σˆ
RV
SU,
and factorization, σˆC1SU. In a first step, we notice that if, instead of a next-to-next-to-leading order measurement
function, we would use a next-to-leading order one, which would require n + 1 well separated particles, the double-
unresolved contribution would vanish. Thus, the single-unresolved contribution would be finite. Once we return
to the original measurement function, divergences do not cancel in the sum σˆRRSU + σˆ
RV
SU + σˆ
C1
SU anymore. This lack
of cancellation is, therefore, due to the subtraction terms. Let us now concentrate on the real-virtual and double-
real corrections causing final state divergences. Neglecting irrelevant integration variables, the essential part of any
contribution to σˆRVSU in any phase space sector has the following form in the parameterization of Section 4.1 (see
Section 5) ∫∫ 1
0
dη
η1+a
dξ
ξ1+b
(
f (η, ξ) − f (0, ξ) − f (η, 0) + f (0, 0)
)
. (140)
The function f (η, ξ) is a product of a selector function, the matrix element of the Z(1) operator, and the measurement
function. The terms with η and/or ξ vanishing are the subtraction terms. The essential point is that they are integrated
over the full range of variation of the resolved particle kinematics given by η and ξ, i.e. over the unit interval.
Contributions to σˆRRSU can be classified according to the number of poles taken. Double-pole contributions always
correspond to the disappearance of the second unresolved parton with momentum u2, as can be checked by direct
inspection of the parameterizations of Section 4. They take the form∫∫ 1
0
dη1
η1+a1
dξ1
ξ1+b1
(
g(η1, ξ1) − g(0, ξ1) − g(η1, 0) + g(0, 0)
)
, (141)
where g(η1, ξ1) is a product of a selector function, splitting or soft function, matrix element, and the measurement
function. η1 and ξ1 can be identified directly with η and ξ from (140) due to the way they enter the matrix element.
g(η1, ξ1) gives a contribution to the divergences of − f (η, ξ). In the same way, any of the subtraction terms correspond-
ing to vanishing η1 and/or ξ1 constitutes a contribution to the subtraction terms of the divergences of − f . If we could
write all contributions to σˆRRSU in the same way, not only the divergences of the integrals of f (η, ξ) and g(η1, ξ1) would
cancel, but the same would also be true of their subtraction terms. Unfortunately, the situation is complicated by the
left-over integration present in the single-pole contributions to double-real radiation. We have to deal with integrals
of the form∫∫∫ 1
0
dy
y1+a
dx1
x1+b11
dx2
x1+b22
{[(
g(y, x1, x2) − g(y, x1, 0)
)
−
(
g(0, x1, x2) − g(0, x1, 0)
)]
−
[(
g(y, 0, x2) − g(0, 0, x2)
)
−
(
g(y, 0, 0) − g(0, 0, 0)
)]}
, (142)
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where {y, x1, x2} ⊂ {η1, η2, ξ1, ξ2}, and the pole has been taken in the variable {η1, η2, ξ1, ξ2} \ {y, x1, x2}. It can be
checked, that in all contributions, there is always one variable, which can be directly identified with either η or ξ from
(140). We denote this variable by y. The second kinematic variable, denoted by x (e.g. if y corresponds to η, then x
corresponds to ξ), is a function of x1 and x2
x = x(x1, x2) . (143)
Using the same arguments as in the double-pole case, one can convince one-self that there is nothing to correct,
if x = x1 or x = x2. However, if the transformation between these variables is non-linear, the divergences of the
subtraction terms built of g may not correspond to the divergences of the subtraction terms built of f . Alternatively, it
may turn out that they are integrated over a different range, i.e. not over the unit interval. In each of these cases, we
must introduce counterterms to compensate for the difference. It is important that when x→ 0, the divergences of the
subtraction terms must constitute correct contributions to the divergences of the subtraction terms of − f . The reason
is that the unsubtracted integral gives a correct contribution to the divergences of the integral of − f (η, ξ), and the
subtraction terms are defined as its limits at vanishing y and/or x. This allows to derive the counterterms by inspection
of the limit x→ 0. We now discuss different cases separately. Initial state divergences will be treated last.
7.1. Case I
We assume that x is related to x1, x2 by
x = x1
(
1 + c(x1)x2
)
, c′(0) = 0 , (144)
where c is some function. Notice that it is then the difference
g(y, x1, x2) − g(y, x1, 0) , (145)
in (142) that gives a contribution to the unsubtracted divergences, since neither of the two terms vanishes in the
presence of a next-to-leading order measurement function. Nevertheless, each of them has a different relation between
x1, x2 and x. Indeed, for g(y, x1, 0) there is x = x1. In consequence, subtraction terms with x2 = 0 will not require
counterterms. Let us then consider terms with a non-trivial dependence on x2 and define
h(x2) = −
(
g(y, 0, x2) − g(0, 0, x2)
)
. (146)
Omitting the irrelevant integration over y, the subtraction terms take the form∫∫ 1
0
dx1
x1+b11
dx2
x1+b22
h(x2) =
∫ 1
0
dx
x1+b1
∫ x2 max(x)
0
dx2
x1+b22
[
dx1
dx
(x, x2)
( x
x1(x, x2)
)1+b1]
h(x2) , (147)
where
x2 max(0) = 1 . (148)
If the second integral has any dependence on x, it must be corrected. Such a dependence may be induced by a non-
trivial dependence on x of x2 max(x) or of the integrand. As discussed above, the correct behavior is defined by the
limit x→ 0
lim
x→0
∫ x2 max(x)
0
dx2
x1+b22
[
dx1
dx
(x, x2)
( x
x1(x, x2)
)1+b1]
h(x2) =
∫ 1
0
dx2
x1+b22
(
1 + c(0)x2
)b1 h(x2) . (149)
The counterterm to be added to the single-unresolved contributions is, therefore∫ 1
0
dx
x1+b1
{∫ 1
0
dx2
x1+b22
(
1 + c(0)x2
)b1 h(x2) − ∫ x2 max(x)
0
dx2
x1+b22
[
dx1
dx
(x, x2)
( x
x1(x, x2)
)1+b1]
h(x2)
}
. (150)
The integral over x can be performed explicitly by a change of the order of integration, with the result∫ 1
0
dx2
x1+b22
∆(x2) h(x2) . (151)
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Thus finally, the counterterm takes the form
−
∫∫ 1
0
dy
y1+a
dx2
x1+b22
∆(x2)
(
g(y, 0, x2) − g(0, 0, x2)) . (152)
The same counterterm will have to be subtracted from the double-unresolved contributions in order to render them
finite. Below, we give specific values for three different cases. They depend on the scaling of x2, i.e. on the exponent
b2. We provide the latter for CDR and HV regularizations. The latter is given in anticipation of the discussion of the
next section. Notice that double-unresolved contributions will always use the CDR values, while it will only be the
single-unresolved contributions that will be affected by the regularization scheme change.
7.1.1. Triple-collinear parameterization sector S4, collinear pole in η2
The variable assignments are
y = η1 , x1 = ξ1 , x2 = ξ2 , (153)
with
x = x1
(
1 + x2 min(1, 1/x1 − 1)) . (154)
In this case, the subtraction term (147) takes the form∫ 1
0
dx
x1+b1
∫ 1
max(0,2x−1)
dx2
x1+b22
(1 + x2)b1h(x2) +
∫ 1
1/2
dx
∫ 2x−1
0
dx2
x1+b22
(1 − x2)b1
(x − x2)1+b1 h(x2) . (155)
We notice that the integrand of the x2 integration depends on x in the second term, while the integration range depends
on x in both terms. This leads to the necessity of compensation. The counterterm (150) is∫ 1
1/2
dx
∫ 2x−1
0
dx2
x1+b22
[
(1 + x2)b1
x1+b1
− (1 − x2)
b1
(x − x2)1+b1
]
h(x2) =∫ 1
0
dx2
x1+b22
∫ 1
(1+x2)/2
dx
[
(1 + x2)b1
x1+b1
− (1 − x2)
b1
(x − x2)1+b1
]
h(x2) =∫ 1
0
dx2
x1+b22
[
1
b1
(
1 − (1 + x2)b1
)]
h(x2) . (156)
Returning to the original variables, the counterterm is parameterized by
∆
η2
S4 =
1 − (1 + ξ2)b1
b1
, (157)
with the scaling
bCDR1 = 4 , b
HV
1 = 2 . (158)
7.1.2. Triple-collinear parameterization sector S5, collinear pole in η1
This case is identical to the previous upon the interchange η1 ↔ η2. Thus
∆
η1
S5 = ∆
η2
S4 . (159)
7.1.3. Triple-collinear parameterization sector S5, soft pole in ξ2
The variable assignments are
y = ξ1 , x1 = η2 , x2 = η1 , (160)
with
x = x1
(
1 − x2
2
)
. (161)
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The subtraction term (147) takes the form∫ 1
0
dx
x1+b1
∫ min(1,2−2x)
0
dx2
x1+b22
(
1 − x2
2
)b1
h(x2) . (162)
We notice that, while the integrand of the second integral is independent of x, the integration range is not. In order to
compensate for this fact, we introduce the counterterm∫ 1
1/2
dx
x1+b1
∫ 1
2−2x
dx2
x1+b22
(
1 − x2
2
)b1
h(x2) =∫ 1
0
dx2
x1+b22
∫ 1
1−x2/2
dx
x1+b1
(
1 − x2
2
)b1
h(x2) =∫ 1
0
dx2
x1+b22
[
1
b1
(
1 −
(
1 − x2
2
)b1)]
h(x2) . (163)
Returning to the original variables, we obtain
∆
ξ2
S5 =
1 −
(
1 − η12
)b1
b1
, (164)
with the scaling
bCDR1 = 2 , b
HV
1 = 1 . (165)
7.2. Case II: triple-collinear parameterization sector S2, soft pole in ξ2
The variable assignments are
y = ξ1 , x1 = η1 , x2 = η2 . (166)
The reason for separate treatment is that the resolved parton momentum is parameterized in a symmetric way by the
sector variables
x =
1
2
x1x2 . (167)
It is, therefore, only g(y, x1, x2) that contributes to the unsubtracted divergences. The symmetry requires to consider
counterterms with a dependence on either variable, x1 and x2. We treat explicitly the x2 case with a generic function
h(x2). The relevant contribution to the subtraction term can be rewritten as∫∫ 1
0
dx1
x1+b11
dx2
x1+b22
h(x2) =
∫ 1/2
0
dx
x1+b1
∫ 1
2x
dx2
x1+b22
( x2
2
)b1
h(x2) . (168)
We notice that the range of the resolved parameter x is restricted to [0, 1/2] although it should be [0, 1]. At the same
time the integration over x2 has an x dependent range. We first determine the correct behavior at x → 0. This can be
achieved by writing the right-hand side of Eq. (168) as∫ 1/2
0
dx
x1+b1
[∫ 1
2x
dx2
x1+b22
( x2
2
)b1
h(0) +
∫ 1
0
dx2
x1+b22
( x2
2
)b1 (
h(x2) − h(0)) − ∫ 2x
0
dx2
x1+b22
( x2
2
)b1 (
h(x2) − h(0))] . (169)
The first two terms in the square bracket have a uniform scaling in x as required of subtraction contributions matching
the divergences of the real-virtual single-unresolved cross section. The last term must be removed by a counterterm.
It is also necessary to extend the integration range of x. In consequence, the complete counterterm has the form∫ 1
1/2
dx
x1+b1
[∫ 1
2x
dx2
x1+b22
( x2
2
)b1
h(0)+
∫ 1
0
dx2
x1+b22
( x2
2
)b1 (
h(x2)−h(0))] +∫ 1/2
0
dx
x1+b1
∫ 2x
0
dx2
x1+b22
( x2
2
)b1 (
h(x2)−h(0)) .
(170)
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The first term in the square bracket can be integrated over both variables with the result∫ 1
1/2
dx
x1+b1
∫ 1
2x
dx2
x1+b22
( x2
2
)b1
h(0) =
1
b1b22
(
2−b2 − 1) b1 − (2−b1 − 1) b2
b1 − b2 h(0) . (171)
The second and third terms in (170) can be combined together with the result∫ 1
1/2
dx
x1+b1
∫ 1
0
dx2
x1+b22
( x2
2
)b1 (
h(x2) − h(0)) + ∫ 1/2
0
dx
x1+b1
∫ 2x
0
dx2
x1+b22
( x2
2
)b1 (
h(x2) − h(0)) =∫ 1
0
dx2
x1+b22
∫ 1
x2/2
dx
x1+b1
( x2
2
)b1 (
h(x2) − h(0)) = ∫ 1
0
dx2
x1+b22
[
1
b1
(
1 −
( x2
2
)b1)] (
h(x2) − h(0)) . (172)
Using the above result and symmetry of the expressions with respect to the interchange x1 ↔ x2, we obtain the
complete counterterm for sector S2 expressed through the original variables
− 1
b1b22
(
2−b2 − 1) b1 − (2−b1 − 1) b2
b1 − b2
∫ 1
0
dξ1
ξ1+a1
(
g(ξ1, 0, 0) − g(0, 0, 0))
−
∫∫ 1
0
dξ1
ξ1+a1
dη1
η1+b11
1 − ( η12 )b2
b2
(
g(ξ1, η1, 0) − g(ξ1, 0, 0) − g(0, η1, 0) + g(0, 0, 0))
−
∫∫ 1
0
dξ1
ξ1+a1
dη2
η1+b22
1 − ( η22 )b1
b1
(
g(ξ1, 0, η2) − g(ξ1, 0, 0) − g(0, 0, η2) + g(0, 0, 0)) ,
(173)
with the scaling
bCDR1 = 3 , b
CDR
2 = 2 , b
HV
1 = 2 , b
HV
2 = 1 . (174)
7.3. Case III: double-collinear parameterization and triple-collinear parameterization sector S3, collinear pole in η1
The variable assignments are
y = η2 , x1 = ξ2 , x2 = ξ1 . (175)
This case is different from those treated until now, because at η1 = 0 the unresolved parton with momentum u1 is
collinear to the reference parton, which is assumed to be in the final state. In the notation of Section 4, the reference
momentum is r1 in the double-collinear parameterization, and r in the triple-collinear parameterization. Here, we will
denote it by r irrespective of the case. As far as the double-collinear parameterization is concerned, we will treat the
general case of subsection 4.3.1 throughout, and only return to the special case of subsection 4.3.2 at the end. Since
both partons, the unresolved and reference, are moving in the same direction, the reference momentum for comparison
with the real-virtual corrections is not r, but rather
r′ = r + u1 . (176)
Let us introduce rescaled variables for the energy of the reference parton: ξr for the original one, and ξr′ for the
composite one. Taking into account the different variation ranges, we write
r0 = Emax ξr ξr max , r′0 = Emax ξr′ ξr′ max , (177)
where ξr max denotes the maximum of r0/Emax, and similarly for ξr′ max. By definition, ξr, ξr′ ∈ [0, 1]. The variation
range of r′0 is the same as in the respective real-virtual contributions. Since the comparison between σˆRVSU and σˆ
RR
SU
involves the reference momentum, we define a new function h through
g(y, x1, x2) =
∫ 1
0
dξr h(ξr, y, x1, x2) . (178)
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By inspection of the limits of the double-real radiation matrix element, we note that
h(ξr, y, x1, 0) − h(ξr, y, 0, 0) = 0 . (179)
Therefore, we only need to consider the subtraction terms related to the functions
h(ξr, y, 0, x2) , h(ξr, 0, 0, x2) . (180)
The result for the correction to the second one must be the limit at y = 0 of the result for the correction to the first one.
Thus, we concentrate on h(ξr, y, 0, x2). Due to the special kinematics
ξr max
∣∣∣
x1=0
= 1 − x2 , ξr′ max
∣∣∣
x1=0
= 1 . (181)
We can now specify the relationship between the variables of the double-real contribution, and those of the real-virtual
contribution
x = x1x2x2 max(x2) , ξr′ = ξr + (1 − ξr)x2 , (182)
where
x2 max(x2) = min
1, 1x2 1 − x21 − Emax√
sˆ
(
uˆ1 · uˆ2) x2
 . (183)
Furthermore, we introduce
z¯ =
x2
ξr + (1 − ξr)x2 . (184)
The variable z¯ is integrated over in order to obtain a contribution, which cancels the poles of the matrix element of Z(1)
present in σˆRVSU for fixed kinematics specified by x, y and ξr′ . The soft limit in the integration over the phase space of the
unresolved parton with momentum u1 corresponds to z¯ = 0 (this is the reason for the bar in the notation, since usually
the soft limit is at z = 1). The function x2 max depends on y through the scalar product uˆ1 · uˆ2. In the triple-collinear
case, this dependence is simple, since uˆ1 · uˆ2 = 2y. On the other hand, the dependence in the double-collinear case is
only indirect and involves the angles of the other reference momentum. For convenience, we define
y′ =
Emax√
sˆ
(
uˆ1 · uˆ2) ∈ [0, 1] , xmax = 1
1 +
√
1 − y′ . (185)
It turns out that
x2 ∈ [0, xmax] ⇒ x2 max(x2) = 1 , x2 ∈ [xmax, 1] ⇒ x2 max(x2) = 1x2
1 − x2
1 − y′x2 . (186)
The integral of the subtraction term takes the form∫∫∫∫ 1
0
dξr
dy
y1+a
dx1
x1+b11
dx2
x1+b22
h(ξr, y, 0, x2) =∫∫∫ 1
0
dy
y1+a
dξr′
dz¯
z¯1+(b2−b1)
∫ ξr′ z¯ x2 max(ξr′ z¯)
0
dx
x1+b1
ξ(b1−b2)r′
(
x2 max(ξr′ z¯)
)b1 1
1 − ξr′ z¯ h
(
ξr′ (1 − z¯)
1 − ξr′ z¯ , y, 0, ξr′ z¯
)
=∫∫∫ 1
0
dy
y1+a
dξr′
dz¯
z¯1+(b2−b1)
∫ ξr′ z¯ x2 max(ξr′ z¯)
0
dx
x1+b1
h˜(ξr′ , y, z¯) , (187)
where we have introduced a shorthand notation, h˜, for the integrand. To derive the behavior of the subtraction term at
small x, we must work with the appropriate order of the integration variables. For now, we shall neglect y, which is
irrelevant to this problem. In view of the parameterization of the contributions to σˆRVSU, the integration order must be∫
dx
∫
dξr′
∫
dz¯ . (188)
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Using Eq. (186), we obtain∫∫ 1
0
dξr′
dz¯
z¯1+(b2−b1)
∫ ξr′ z¯ x2 max(ξr′ z¯)
0
dx
x1+b1
h˜(ξr′ , y, z¯) =∫ xmax
0
dx
x1+b1
[ ∫ 1
x
dξr′
∫ min(1,xmax/ξr′ )
x/ξr′
dz¯
z¯1+(b2−b1)
+
∫ 1
xmax
dξr′
∫ min (1, 1ξr′ 1−x1−y′ x )
xmax/ξr′
dz¯
z¯1+(b2−b1)
]
h˜(ξr′ , y, z¯) . (189)
The correct subtraction term matching the poles of the respective subtraction term of the real-virtual contribution, is
obtained from this expression by taking the limit x → 0 of the square bracket, and extending the integration range
over x. It reads∫ 1
0
dx
x1+b1
∫ 1
0
dξr′
[ ∫ min(1,xmax/ξr′ )
x/ξr′
dz¯
z¯1+(b2−b1)
h˜(ξr′ , y, 0)
+
∫ min(1,xmax/ξr′ )
0
dz¯
z¯1+(b2−b1)
(
h˜(ξr′ , y, z¯) − h˜(ξr′ , y, 0)
)
+
∫ 1
min(1,xmax/ξr′ )
dz¯
z¯1+(b2−b1)
h˜(ξr′ , y, z¯)
]
, (190)
where we have made use of the fact that a potential singularity at ξr′ = 0 is regulated by the selector function. The
counterterm we are seeking is the difference between Eq. (190) and Eq. (189). The contribution containing h˜(ξr′ , y, z¯)
is easily obtained by returning to the original order of integration variables, and noticing that it is only necessary to
extend the integration range over x∫∫ 1
0
dξr′
dz¯
z¯1+(b2−b1)
∫ 1
ξr′ z¯ x2 max(ξr′ z¯)
dx
x1+b1
h˜(ξr′ , y, z¯) =
∫∫ 1
0
dξr
dx2
x1+b22
[
1 − (x2x2 max(x2))b1
b1
]
h(ξr, y, 0, x2) . (191)
This expression is not integrable at  = 0, but we can extract the explicit pole in  by a subtraction
∫∫ 1
0
dξr
dx2
x1+b22
[
1 − (x2x2 max(x2))b1
b1
]
h(ξr, y, 0, x2) =
1
(b2 − b1)b22
∫ 1
0
dξr h(ξr, y, 0, 0)
+
∫∫ 1
0
dξr
dx2
x1+b22
1
b1
[(
1 − (x2x2 max(x2))b1) h(ξr, y, 0, x2) − (1 − xb12 ) h(ξr, y, 0, 0)] . (192)
The second contribution to the counterterm is obtained from Eq. (190), by taking only the terms involving h˜(ξr, y, 0, 0)∫ 1
0
dx
x1+b1
∫ 1
0
dξr′
∫ 0
x/ξr′
dz¯
z¯1+(b2−b1)
h˜(ξr′ , y, 0) = − 1(b2 − b1)b22
∫ 1
0
dξr h(ξr, y, 0, 0) . (193)
As expected, the divergence cancels in the sum of Eqs. (192) and (193). The counterterm is thus finite and inte-
grable. Returning to the original variables, the counterterm to be added to the single-unresolved double-real radiation
contribution, and subtracted from the double-unresolved contribution is
−
∫∫ 1
0
dη2
η1+a2
dξ1
ξ1+b21
1
b1
[(
1 − (ξ1ξ2 max(ξ1, η2))b1) g(η2, 0, ξ1) − (1 − ξb11 ) g(η2, 0, 0)
−
(
1 − (ξ1ξ2 max(ξ1, 0))b1) g(0, 0, ξ1) + (1 − ξb11 ) g(0, 0, 0)] , (194)
with the scaling
bCDR1 = 3 , b
HV
1 = 1 . (195)
Finally, we note that the counterterm for the special case of the double-collinear parameterization of subsection 4.3.2
is the same as above with the replacement
ξ2 max = 1 . (196)
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7.4. Case IV: initial state divergences
The corrections needed in the case of initial state divergences have their origin in the same pole as Case III. We will
thus consider the collinear pole in η1 in the double-collinear parameterization, and in sector S3 of the triple-collinear
parameterization. However, the reference momentum will now be in the initial state. Furthermore, we must compare
the contributions to σˆRRSU with those to σˆ
C1
SU, and not those to σˆ
RV
SU. Instead of Eq. (140), we have∫∫∫ 1
0
dz
dη
η1+a
dξ
ξ1+b
(
f (z, η, ξ) − f (z, 0, ξ) − f (z, η, 0) + f (z, 0, 0)
)
, (197)
where z is the variable used in the convolution with the splitting functions in Eq. (8), and the latter have been included
in f . In order to facilitate the comparison, we assume that the kinematics in the calculation of σˆC1SU is the same as in
σˆRRSU , which means that z is defined by the emission of a fictitious parton from the initial state, such that the parton
momentum entering the matrix element is zr, r being the same reference momentum as for the unresolved parton with
momentum u1 in σˆRRSU (one of the initial state momenta by assumption). Of course, σˆ
C1 is boost invariant, and we
can evaluate it in any system we like. The question whether its partial contribution σˆC1SU also has this property will
be discussed at the end of this subsection. The relevant contribution to σˆRRSU has the form of Eq. (142). We rewrite it
through the original variables of the contribution∫∫∫ 1
0
dη2
η1+a2
dξ1
ξ1+b11
dξ2
ξ1+b22
{[(
g(η2, ξ1, ξ2) − g(η2, ξ1, 0)
)
−
(
g(0, ξ1, ξ2) − g(0, ξ1, 0)
)]
−
[(
g(η2, 0, ξ2) − g(0, 0, ξ2)
)
−
(
g(η2, 0, 0) − g(0, 0, 0)
)]}
. (198)
ξ1 and ξ2 are related to z and ξ through
z = 1 − 2Emax√
sˆ
ξ1 , ξ =
ξ2 max
ξ′2 max
ξ2 , ξ2 max = min
[
1, ξ′2 max
]
, ξ′2 max =
1
ξ1
1 − ξ1
1 − Emax√
sˆ
ξ1 rˆ · uˆ2
, (199)
Just as in Case III (compare to Eq. (179)), we note that
g(η2, 0, ξ2) − g(η2, 0, 0) = 0 . (200)
We thus only need to consider
g(η2, ξ1, 0) , g(0, ξ1, 0) . (201)
We will work with g(η2, ξ1, 0), as the correction to g(0, ξ1, 0) can be derived as the limit to that of g(η2, ξ1, 0). Neglect-
ing the irrelevant integration over η2, the integral of the subtraction term is∫∫ 1
0
dξ1
ξ1+b11
dξ2
ξ1+b22
g(η2, ξ1, 0) =
(2Emax√
sˆ
)(b1−b2) ∫ 1
1−2Emax/
√
sˆ
dz
(1 − z)1+(b1−b2)
∫ ξ2 max/ξ′2 max
0
dξ
ξ1+b2
(
ξ2 max
ξ′2 max
)b2
g(η2, ξ1(z), 0) . (202)
The necessary counterterm amounts to the extension of the integration range over ξ. It is thus
(2Emax√
sˆ
)(b1−b2) ∫ 1
1−2Emax/
√
sˆ
dz
(1 − z)1+(b1−b2)
∫ 1
ξ2 max/ξ
′
2 max
dξ
ξ1+b2
(
ξ2 max
ξ′2 max
)b2
g(η2, ξ1(z), 0) =∫∫ 1
0
dξ1
ξ1+b11
[
1
b2
(
1 −
(
ξ2 max
ξ′2 max
)b2)]
g(η2, ξ1, 0) . (203)
As it stands, this correction is not integrable in ξ1 if g(η2, 0, 0) , 0. The reason is that ξ2 max/ξ′2 max = ξ1 + O(ξ21).
The singularity at ξ1 = 0 corresponds to z = 1. There is a subtraction at z = 1 in the convolution with the splitting
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functions in the factorization contribution, σˆC1SU. In the double-real contributions we are considering, an analoguous
subtraction is not necessary, since the integration range of ξ vanishes at z = 1, as seen in Eq. (202). The counterterm
we have derived reintroduces the singularity at the endpoint. This singularity must be subtracted in order to match the
factorization contributions. This amounts to replacing
1
(1 − z)1+c −→
[ 1
(1 − z)1+c
]
+
. (204)
We thus finally arrive at the complete counterterm
−
∫∫∫ 1
0
dη2
η1+a2
dξ1
ξ1+b11
1
b2
[(
1 −
(
ξ2 max(η2, ξ1)
ξ′2 max(η2, ξ1)
)b2)
g(η2, ξ1, 0) − (1 − ξb21 ) g(η2, 0, 0)
−
(
1 −
(
ξ2 max(0, ξ1)
ξ′2 max(0, ξ1)
)b2)
g(0, ξ1, 0) +
(
1 − ξb21
)
g(0, 0, 0)
]
, (205)
with the scaling
bCDR2 = 3 , b
HV
2 = 1 . (206)
We have derived the counterterm for this case by comparing the single-unresolved double-real radiation contribution
to the single-unresolved factorization contribution in a boosted frame. Unfortunately, the separation into single- and
double-unresolved contributions is not Lorentz invariant, because it is based on taking poles in energy and angle vari-
ables. In the next section, we will manipulate differently both types of contributions. In consequence, the construction
will only be correct, if the factorization contributions, σˆC1SU and σˆ
C1
DU, will be evaluated in the boosted frame as assumed
here. This is the reason for the necessity of the unusual parameterization of Section 4.1.
8. ’t Hooft-Veltman regularization of separately finite contributions
The final stage of our construction is the introduction of the ’t Hooft-Veltman regularization. The latter differs from
the conventional dimensional regularization in the description of the resolved partons. In HV, their momenta and
polarizations are four-dimensional, while in CDR they are d-dimensional. The differences in the number of spin
degrees-of-freedom only affect the gluons. In HV, tree-level matrix elements do not have any expansion in . In-
deed, the  dependence is due to spin sums over squared matrix elements. If these sums are only restricted to four-
dimensional degrees-of-freedom, there can be no dependence on . Due to the virtual integrations, one- and two-loop
matrix elements do have a non-trivial dependence on . Nevertheless, our goal will be to only work with the first
term of the -expansion of the finite remainders. These can also be viewed as four-dimensional loop corrections. We
note that the two features of HV regularization, four-dimensional momenta and four-dimensional polarizations, are
quite different. Since our subtraction scheme makes extensive use of phase space parameterizations, the restriction to
four-dimensional momenta will be achieved by modifying the phase spaces. On the other hand, the restriction to four-
dimensional polarizations amounts to the removal of higher order terms of the -expansion of the matrix elements.
We now consider the different contributions described in Section 7 in increasing level of complexity.
The simplest contributions do not involve any singularities in . These are
σˆB , σˆRF , σˆ
V
F , σˆ
RR
F , σˆ
RV
F , σˆ
VV
F . (207)
We can simply set  = 0 in the phase space integrals and in the matrix elements. We thus directly obtain HV regu-
larized contributions, as if the calculation were done completely in four-dimensions without ever making reference to
dimensional regularization.
The second group of contributions only has n resolved partons. These are
σˆU = σˆ
R
U + σˆ
V
U + σˆ
C , σˆFR = σˆ
RV
FR + σˆ
VV
FR + σˆ
C2
FR , σˆDU = σˆ
RR
DU + σˆ
RV
DU + σˆ
VV
DU + σˆ
C1
DU + σˆ
C2
DU . (208)
We first note that since these contributions are separately finite, we can drop the higher order terms in the -expansion
of the matrix elements. Indeed, the cancellation of divergences is due to the unresolved phase space integrals of the
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soft and splitting functions, and the form of the divergences of the virtual amplitudes, which are contained in the Z(1,2)
operators. The cancellation is not related to any particular functional dependence of the amplitudes on the kinematics.
Thus, it occurs separately for any order of the expansion in  of the matrix elements. However, while the leading
order will give a finite contribution, the -suppressed subleading orders will give vanishing contributions in the limit
 → 0. In consequence, we can remove them from the very beginning. We stress that this mechanism only works after
azimuthal averages have been performed. Otherwise, spin correlators would mix different orders of the -expansion,
and at least the finite parts of the results would not be correct. We point out that the cancellation of divergences
happens even at the level of independent color correlated amplitudes. We do not see, however, much use of this fact
for our purposes, besides testing of course.
At this point, we have four-dimensional polarizations. We now note that the contributions under consideration are
finite for any measurement function, as long as it is infrared safe. Fn is the only measurement function present, and
we can use it to restrict the resolved momenta to be four-dimensional with the replacement
Fn −→ Fn
(
µ2Re
γE
4pi
)−(n−1)[ n−1∏
i=1
(2pi)−2δ(−2)(qi)
]
, (209)
where qi are the momenta of the final-state resolved partons, and the delta-functions remove their -dimensional
components. We note that it is only possible to explicitly restrict the momenta of all but one of the final-state particles.
This is due to momentum conservation. On the other hand, the same momentum conservation will always provide
a restriction on the last final-state momentum. Thus, the result is independent of the subset of momenta chosen in
(209). In the simplest case, where there are either no reference momenta or they are in the initial state, the replacement
amounts to the following change of the resolved parton phase spaces∫
dΦn
(
p1 + p2 →
n∑
i=1
qi
)
−→
∫ n∏
i=1
d3qi
(2pi)32q0i
(2pi)4δ(4)
( n∑
i=1
qi − p1 − p2
)
. (210)
In other words, the calculation can be performed with a four-dimensional phase space for the resolved partons. The
situation is more complicated, if reference momenta are in the final state. The rule (210) is still valid for all the
final-state particles not explicitely parameterized in the given sector. There will appear, however, delta-functions of
the form
δ(−2)(r + u) = (r0 + u0)2 δ(−2)(rˆ) for the single-collinear sector
δ(−2)(r + u1 + u2) = (r0 + u01 + u
0
2)
2 δ(−2)(rˆ) for the triple-collinear sector,
δ(−2)(r1 + u1) δ(−2)(r2 + u2) =
[
(r01 + u
0
1)(r
0
2 + u
0
2)
]2
δ(−2)(rˆ1) δ(−2)(rˆ2) for the double-collinear sector.
(211)
These delta-functions will restrict the angular integrations for the reference momenta to be four-dimensional. The en-
ergy factors are, nevertheless, non-trivial. In the case of collinear poles, the integration over the reference momentum
energy is not simply four-dimensional, since the actual resolved momentum is a sum of the reference and unresolved
momenta.
It remains to argue that the restriction (209) does not affect the finite part of the result. This is a true assertion, since
the result is finite independently of the measurement function. The missing -dimensional integrations are finite, but
evaluated over a volume of the phase space, which vanishes at  = 0. Thus the missing contribution vanishes as well
and can be neglected from the start. We have thus shown that the HV regularization for this group of contributions
amounts to evaluating matrix elements and resolved-parton phase spaces in four dimensions. The integration over
the unresolved partons is nevertheless performed in d dimensions. In particular, if there is one unresolved parton and
the contribution is due to a soft limit, the parton kinematics will be integrated non-trivially over the fifth dimension.
Similarly, if there are two unresolved partons and the contribution is due to a double-soft limit, one parton will be
effectively integrated in five dimensions, while the other in six. This is, however, the upper bound on the number of
required dimensions independently of the multiplicity.
The last contribution to consider is the single-unresolved cross section
σˆSU = σˆ
RR
SU + σˆ
RV
SU + σˆ
C1
SU . (212)
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It differs from the previous case in one aspect. It involves both n+1- and n-parton matrix elements. Let us first assume
that the calculation is performed with a next-to-leading order measurement function, i.e. Fn = 0. In this case, we can
just repeat the previous discussion with n→ n + 1, and simply evaluate n + 1-parton matrix elements and n + 1-parton
phase spaces in four-dimensions. However, once we turn to the next-to-next-to-leading order measurement function,
i.e. Fn , 0, the subtraction terms will not match the singularities of the amplitudes anymore. The reason is that the
limits originally used in the construction of the subtraction terms in Section 5 apply to d-dimensional amplitudes.
For σˆRVSU and σˆ
C1
SU, this problem is easily resolved. In the subtraction terms, we take the splitting functions at  = 0.
The soft functions do not depend on  and do not require modifications. The calculation of σˆRVSU and σˆ
C1
SU can now be
performed with a four-dimensional phase space and four-dimensional matrix elements.
The double-real single-unresolved contribution, σˆRRSU , requires more care. The pole contributions must be evaluated
with complete splitting functions, i.e. at  , 0. However, when subtraction terms to these pole terms are derived, we
take into account that the limits are iterated. This means, for example, that instead of the triple-collinear splitting
function, Eq. (D.20), we can use a product of two splitting functions. The first one will generate the pole, and it
must be taken azimuthally averaged and at  , 0. The second one corresponding to the subtraction term must be
taken spin-correlated and at  = 0. An example of this procedure is the pole at η2 due to a quark and a gluon in the
triple-collinear parameterization sector S4, to which we would generate a collinear subtraction term with a gluon as
reference parton. The corresponding limit would be a special case of Eq. (119)
|M(0)g,q,g,...(r, u1, u2, . . . )|2 '
(
8piαs
)2
s12 sr12
〈Pˆ(0)qg (z12;  , 0)〉 〈M(0)q,...(p, . . . )|Pˆ(0)gq (zr12, u1⊥;  = 0)|M(0)q,...(p, . . . )〉 . (213)
Since next-to-leading order soft functions do not depend on , there is nothing special to do in their case. This concerns
the cases of a soft pole and collinear subtraction, and of a collinear pole and soft subtraction. We note, however, that
the iterated soft-pole-soft-subtraction limit is easier to obtain form the double-soft limit. The double-soft function
does depend on . However, this dependence does not contribute to the iterated limit. After each contribution listed in
Tab. 3 has been treated this way, we may evaluate all tree-level matrix elements, both with n + 1- and n-partons in the
final state, in four dimensions. The derivation of the subtraction and integrated subtraction terms is performed using
the algorithm of Section 5, but taking into account that the phase space restriction (209) now acts on the unresolved
partons u1 and u2. Since we use (209) with n→ n + 1, the following delta-functions will appear in the triple-collinear
parameterization
δ(−2)(r + u1) δ(−2)(u2) for the collinear pole in η1 in sector S3,
δ(−2)(r + u2) δ(−2)(u1) for the collinear pole in η2 in sector S1,
δ(−2)(r) δ(−2)(u1 + u2) for the collinear pole in η1 in sector S5, and in η2 in sector S4,
δ(−2)(r) δ(−2)(u1) for the soft pole in ξ2 in sectors S1, S2, S4 and S5.
(214)
In the double-collinear parameterization, on the other hand, there will be
δ(−2)(r1 + u1) δ(−2)(r2) δ(−2)(u2) for the collinear pole in η1,
δ(−2)(r2 + u2) δ(−2)(r1) δ(−2)(u1) for the collinear pole in η2,
δ(−2)(r1) δ(−2)(r2) δ(−2)(u1) for the soft pole in ξ2.
(215)
Delta-functions involving a reference momentum are only present, if it is in the final state. Notice that in all collinear
pole cases, there are no d-dimensional integrations left. However, there is a d-dimensional integration over the un-
restricted direction of u2 in the soft-pole case. In practice, most integrations can be performed analytically, because
nothing depends on the respective angles. There will, however, remain a single integration beyond the dimensions of
the resolved momenta. Thus, in the general case, there will be a five-dimensional integration. The delta-functions,
which do not involve the reference momentum, influence the scaling in the singular variables. This, in turn, has con-
sequences for the counterterms derived in Section 7. There, we gave the necessary scaling exponents for both CDR
and HV cases, the latter following from the application of the above listed delta-functions. Whenever the exponents
concerned energy variables (as for collinear poles of subsections 7.1.1, 7.1.2, 7.3 and 7.4), ξ1,2, the difference between
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the exponent in CDR and that in HV was 2, simply because the delta-functions provide an additional factor of ξ21,2.
On the other hand, the scaling of the angular variables in the soft-pole cases of subsections 7.1.3 and 7.2 was affected
by the change of the angular measure. Indeed, the delta-function δ(−2)(u1) introduces a factor of[
4(1 − ηˆ1)ηˆ1] , (216)
which changes the exponent of the relevant angular variables by 1 (η2 in sector S5, and both η1 and η2 is sector S2).
Notice that the difference in scaling only influences the finite parts of cross sections. In consequence, if one would
proceed along the algorithm of this section, but without separating the single- and double-unresolved contributions,
and without applying the counterterms of Section 7, the result would be finite, but incorrect. This remark completes
the discussion of the ’t Hooft-Veltman regularization of the single-unresolved contributions, and by the same of the
complete cross section.
Finally, we remind that the factorization contributions σˆC1SU and σˆ
C1
DU must be calculated in a boosted frame as
discussed in subsection 7.4. One could wonder, if this means that the complete calculation is frame dependent. This
is not the case, since after all the modifications, the result for the O(0) cross section is exactly the same as in CDR.
In CDR, however, each cross section contribution listed in Section 2 is separately Lorentz invariant.
9. Example: gg → t t¯ + ng, n = 0, 1, 2
In this section, we present a comparison between results obtained using conventional dimensional regularization and ’t
Hooft-Veltman regularization for an example cross section at next-to-next-to-leading order. The aim is to demonstrate
that the modifications described in Sections 7 and 8 lead to correct results in a realistic calculation. We select inclusive
top-quark pair production in the gluon fusion channel with up to two gluons in the final state. This choice is motivated
by the fact that collinear limits involving gluons have the most involved structure of spin correlations. We are thus able
to verify the azimuthal average corrections we have provided in Section 6. We neglect all contributions involving finite
remainders of one- and two-loop amplitudes. As explained before, their independence of the regularization scheme
can be proven explicitly by noticing that they enter the calculation in exactly the same manner as Born amplitudes
in a next-to-leading order calculation. Finally, we do not include the contribution of the subtracted six-point Born
amplitude, which is trivially independent of the regularization, as it is finite by definition.
The relevant partonic cross section is rendered dimensionless and independent of the value of the strong coupling
with the normalization
σ˜(2) =
m2t
αs4
σˆ(2) , (217)
where σˆ(2) is the total cross section contribution at O(αs4). Furthermore, we set
µR = µF = mt . (218)
Our results are obtained at the point
β =
√
1 − 4m
2
t
sˆ
= 0.5 . (219)
Tables 5 and 6 contain results for partial double-unresolved contributions calculated in CDR and HV regulariza-
tions respectively. In each case, the last row gives the total double-unresolved contribution. Whenever errors are
quoted, they are due to Monte Carlo integration. Contributions involving two-parton kinematics have been computed
with a deterministic integration method, which implies that their error is negligible, and, therefore, not specified in
the tables. By construction, double-unresolved contributions should be finite in both regularizations. Indeed, coeffi-
cients of the poles in  are consistent with 0 within one standard deviation for all but the leading singularity in CDR,
where consistency at a level below two standard deviations is observed. The calculation has been performed with
optimization based on the behavior of the finite part, which is one reason for the slightly lower quality of the leading
pole contribution. Notice, nevertheless, that there is no difference between CDR and HV at the leading pole of each
contribution as far as the actual integrand is concerned. Therefore, divergence cancellation in the HV case within one
sigma is sufficient to claim divergence cancellation in both regularizations. On the other hand, analytic cancellation of
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the coefficient of the 1/4 pole has already been shown in [7]. Due to severe cancellations between the different partial
contributions, it was necessary to use large Monte Carlo samples. For instance, the quoted precision of the double-
real contributions required nearly 1011 points. In all cases, the convergence in the HV regularization was noticeably
better. As far as the finite parts of the results are concerned, we aimed at about 1% precision for the total contribution.
Nevertheless, the agreement between evaluations in CDR and HV regularizations is at the level of one permille.
1/4 1/3 1/2 1/ 0
σ˜VVDU 0.0321959 0.135003 0.177418 0.04517 −0.1242
σ˜RVDU −0.0724423(9) −0.456495(4) −1.196150(11) −1.81962(4) −2.8562(1)
σ˜RRDU 0.0402448(2) 0.321486(1) 1.045064(6) 1.61821(4) 1.3065(3)
σ˜C1DU −0.154649(4) −0.447655(20) 0.09385(8) 1.8313(2)
σ˜C2DU 0.154650 0.421336 0.06247 −0.1878
σ˜CDRDU −0.0000016(9) −0.000005(6) 0.000013(24) 0.00007(9) −0.0304(4)
Table 5: Double-unresolved (DU) contributions to the partonic cross section gg → tt¯ + X, with X consisting of up to two gluons, evaluated in
conventional dimensional regularization (CDR). The error estimates quoted in parentheses are due to Monte Carlo integration. The definition of
partial contributions is given in the text.
1/4 1/3 1/2 1/ 0
σ˜VVDU 0.0321959 0.086177 0.021985 −0.03200 0
σ˜RVDU −0.0724415(9) −0.346630(3) −0.702124(8) −1.04640(3) −2.3910(1)
σ˜RRDU 0.0402447(2) 0.260452(1) 0.706469(6) 1.06119(3) 1.8461(2)
σ˜C1DU −0.154646(4) −0.283008(15) 0.08326(5) 0.5144(1)
σ˜C2DU 0.154650 0.256668 −0.06603 0
σ˜HVDU −0.0000009(9) 0.000003(6) −0.000010(17) 0.00002(6) −0.0304(2)
Table 6: Double-unresolved (DU) contributions to the partonic cross section gg → tt¯ + X, with X consisting of up to two gluons, evaluated in
’t Hooft-Veltman regularization (HV). The error estimates quoted in parentheses are due to Monte Carlo integration. The definition of partial
contributions is given in the text.
The partial results quoted in the tables have been obtained by integrating tree-level amplitudes only. They are:
σ˜VVDU : Double-virtual contributions obtained by integrating the two-loop and one-loop squared amplitudes for gg→ tt¯
without their finite remainders.
σ˜RVDU : Real-virtual contributions obtained from the integrated subtraction terms of the one-loop amplitude for gg →
tt¯ + g, without the contribution of the finite remainder of the one-loop amplitude for gg→ tt¯.
σ˜RRDU : Double-real contributions obtained from the double-unresolved integrated subtraction terms of the Born ampli-
tude for gg → tt¯ + gg, including corrections described in Section 8, which make the total double-unresolved
contribution finite.
σ˜C1DU : Factorization contributions obtained from the convolution of the leading order splitting function with the cross
section contribution of the integrated subtraction terms of the Born amplitude for gg→ tt¯ + g.
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σ˜C2DU : Factorization contributions obtained from the convolution of the leading order splitting function with the cross
section contribution of the one-loop amplitude for gg → tt¯ without its finite remainder, and the convolution of
the next-to-leading order splitting function as well as two leading-order splitting functions with the Born cross
section for gg→ tt¯.
The results in CDR have been obtained without azimuthal averaging, i.e. with splitting functions containing full spin
correlations. The results in HV, on the other hand, have been obtained with azimuthal averaging, i.e. with averaged
splitting functions whenever possible. Details can be found in Section 6. The counterterms of Section 7 have been
applied to averaged splitting functions. We finally note that in the HV regularization, the finite parts receive non-
vanishing contributions from integrated subtraction terms only. Indeed, there is no contribution from σ˜VVDU and σ˜
C2
DU.
The latter will, however, contribute if µR , µF .
1/2 1/ 0
σ˜RRSU 0.064772(4) 0.42742(3) 1.0623(3)
σ˜RVSU −0.064780(6) −0.31419(4) −0.6044(2)
σ˜C1SU −0.11329(3) −0.1999(1)
σ˜ASU −0.00737(2)
σ˜CDRSU −0.000008(8) −0.00006(6) 0.2506(3)
Table 7: Single-unresolved (SU) contributions to the partonic cross section gg → tt¯ + X, with X consisting of up to two gluons, evaluated in
conventional dimensional regularization (CDR). The error estimates quoted in parentheses are due to Monte Carlo integration. The definition of
partial contributions is given in the text.
1/2 1/ 0
σ˜RRSU 0.064780(5) 0.25429(3) 0.2584(2)
σ˜RVSU −0.064770(7) −0.14096(2) 0
σ˜C1SU −0.11329(2) 0
σ˜ASU −0.00734(1)
σ˜HVSU 0.000011(8) 0.00004(4) 0.2511(2)
Table 8: Single-unresolved (SU) contributions to the partonic cross section gg → tt¯ + X, with X consisting of up to two gluons, evaluated in
’t Hooft-Veltman regularization (HV). The error estimates quoted in parentheses are due to Monte Carlo integration. The definition of partial
contributions is given in the text.
Results for the single-unresolved partial contributions are displayed in the Tabs. 7 and 8 for CDR and HV regu-
larizations respectively. We again observe finiteness of the total contributions given in the last row of each table. The
coefficients of the poles are consistent with 0 at the one sigma level in all cases but the leading singularity evaluated in
HV regularization. There, consistency is only observed at a level better than two standard deviations. In this respect,
the same comments apply as in the discussion of the double-unresolved contribution. The single-unresolved contribu-
tions in both regularizations have a precision of better than two permille relative error. The agreement between them
is at the same level, and does only slightly exceed one standard deviation.
The partial cross section contributions in the single-unresolved case are:
σ˜RRSU : Double-real contributions obtained from the single-unresolved integrated subtraction terms of the Born ampli-
tude for gg → tt¯ + gg, including corrections described in Section 8, which make the total single-unresolved
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contribution finite. The splitting functions used in the derivation of the integrated subtraction terms are given
by the azimuthally averaged expression Eqs (D.9). The correct result is obtained after adding σ˜ASU.
σ˜RVSU : Real-virtual contributions obtained by integrating the one-loop amplitude for gg → tt¯ + g together with its
subtraction terms, after removal of all finite remainders.
σ˜C1SU : Factorization contributions obtained from the convolution of the leading order splitting function with the cross
section contribution of the Born amplitude for gg→ tt¯ + g together with its subtraction terms.
σ˜ASU : Difference between the single-unresolved contributions obtained with spin-correlated and azimuthally-averaged
splitting functions in integrated subtraction terms as explained in Section 6.
We notice that σ˜RVSU and σ˜
C1
SU only contain poles in HV regularization. However, σ˜
C1
SU would develop a finite part if
µR , µF .
Finally, we can compare the single- and double-unresolved contributions to the full partonic NNLO cross section,
which was calculated in Ref. [11]. At the chosen value of β, there is
σ˜ = 1.223 ± 0.003 . (220)
The single-unresolved part contributes 20% to the full cross section, whereas the double-unresolved part only con-
tributes 2% in this specific case.
10. Concluding remarks
We have presented a complete construction of the sector-improved residue subtraction scheme in four dimensions.
It is now possible to evaluate next-to-next-to-leading order cross sections using ordinary tree-level matrix elements
without higher order terms of the -expansion. This is crucial, since it allows to use the myriad of publicly available
software designed for efficient tree-level calculations. Of course, it is also necessary to have access to one- and two-
loop amplitudes. Fortunately, at least the former are also available from open access packages. The problem is thus
currently reduced to the two-loop virtual corrections. Recent progress shows that a breakthrough may be possible on
the scale of the next few years.
At present, our construction is an algorithm, which leads directly from various soft and splitting functions collected
in appendices of this paper, to process independent subtraction and integrated subtraction terms necessary for a Monte
Carlo implementation of the phase space integration. In the future, we intend to provide an optimized code that will
handle the burden of bookkeeping and will contain built-in tree-level Standard Model amplitudes, similarly to the
next-to-leading software packages of Refs. [20] and [21]. Virtual amplitudes will still have to be provided by the user.
Of course, the work on the scheme does not stop here. There are several possible improvements. For instance,
we imagine that it would be quite advantageous to allow for random polarization in the integration of the most com-
putationally intensive n + 2 tree-level, and n + 1 one-loop amplitudes. This can definitely be achieved by polarized
splitting functions. Another issue to consider is the introduction of cutoffs on the subtraction phase space. In any case,
more experience has to be accumulated in order to decide, which modifications to include first. We leave this to future
work.
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Appendix A. Notation
Spacetime dimension
d = 4 − 2 . (A.1)
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Bare strong coupling
α0s =
(
µ2Re
γE
4pi
)
Zαsζαsαs , (A.2)
µR − renormalization scale ,
Zαs − MS renormalization constant ,
ζαs − heavy-quark decoupling constant [22] .
Matrix elements
Mc1,...,cn;s1,...,sna1,...,an (p1, . . . , pn) =
(
〈c1, . . . , cn| ⊗ 〈s1, . . . , sn|
)
|Ma1,...,an (p1, . . . , pn)〉 , (A.3)
|Mn〉 = |Ma1,...,an (p1, . . . , pn)〉 ,
∑
color
spin
|Mn|2 = 〈Mn|Mn〉 , (A.4)
|Mn〉 =
(
µ2Re
γE
4pi
)−l(
|M(0)n 〉 + |M(1)n 〉 + |M(2)n 〉 + . . .
)
. (A.5)
ci − color of parton i, ai − flavor of parton i, |c1, . . . , cn〉 − color basis vectors,
si − spin of parton i, pi − momentum of parton i, |s1, . . . , sn〉 − spin basis vectors,
l − αs power of Born approximation.
Phase spaces ∫
dΦn
(
p1 + p2 →
n∑
i=1
qi
)
=
(
µ2Re
γE
4pi
)(n−1) ∫ n∏
i=1
dd−1qi
(2pi)d−12q0i
(2pi)dδ(d)
( n∑
i=1
qi − p1 − p2
)
. (A.6)
Sums over partons ∑
i j...
− sum over all indices i, j, . . . ,
∑
(i, j,... )
− sum over distinct indices i, j, . . . .
i, j, k, . . . − indices for arbitrary partons, both massless and massive,
i0, j0, k0, . . . − indices for massless partons,
I, J,K, . . . − indices for massive partons.
Kinematic invariants
p2I = m
2
I , vI = pI/mI , vIJ =
√
1 − m
2
I m
2
J
(pI pJ)2
, (A.7)
si j = 2σi j pi · p j + i0+ . (A.8)
σi j = +1 − if the momenta pi and p j are both incoming or outgoing , σi j = −1 − otherwise.
Color charge operators [23]
〈c1, . . . , ci, . . . , cn, c|Ti|b1, . . . , bi, . . . , bn〉 = 〈c1, . . . , ci, . . . , cn|T ci |b1, . . . , bi, . . . , bn〉
= δc1b1 . . . T
c
cibi . . . δcnbn . (A.9)
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∑
i
Ti|Mn〉 = 0 , T ci T cj = Ti · T j = T j · Ti, Ti · Ti = T2i = Ci = Cai , (A.10)
Cg = CA , Cq = Cq¯ = CF . (A.11)
T cc1c2 = i f
c1cc2 − emitter is a gluon ,
T cc1c2 = t
c
c1c2 (= −tcc2c1 ) − emitter is an outgoing quark (anti-quark) ,
T cc1c2 = −tcc2c1 (= tcc1c2 ) − emitter is an ingoing quark (anti-quark) .
Tr
[
tatb
]
= TFδab =
1
2
δab . (A.12)
Appendix B. Spherical coordinates in d dimensions
Let dd r be the Euclidean integration measure in Rd. We can decompose it into a radial and an angular part with the
help of a δ-function insertion, if we rescale the r vector as r = r nˆ∫
Rd
dd r =
∫ ∞
0
dr rd−1
∫
Rd
dd nˆδ(1 − ‖nˆ‖) =
∫ ∞
0
dr rd−1
∫
Sd−11
dΩ . (B.1)
We have thus defined a rotationally invariant measure, dΩ, on the unit (d − 1)-sphere, Sd−11 . Notice that we will, from
now on, include the dimensionality in the notation of the versors nˆ. Let us introduce a recursive parameterization in
terms of angles
nˆ(d)(θ1, θ2, . . . , θd−1) =
cos θ1sin θ1 nˆ(d−1)(θ2, . . . , θd−1)
 , nˆ(1) = 1 , (B.2)
where
θ1, . . . , θd−2 ∈ [0, pi] , θd−1 ∈ [0, 2pi] . (B.3)
An important property of this parameterization is
nˆ(d)(θ1, . . . , θn−1, 0, θn+1, . . . , θd−1) = nˆ(d)(θ1, . . . , θn−1, 0, 0, . . . ) ,
nˆ(d)(θ1, . . . , θn−1, pi, θn+1, . . . , θd−1) = nˆ(d)(θ1, . . . , θn−1, pi, 0, 0, . . . ) . (B.4)
The recursive definition of the versor can be implemented in the integration measure∫
Sd−11
dΩ(θ1, θ2, . . . , θd−1) =
∫ pi
0
dθ1 sind−2 θ1
∫
Sd−21
dΩ(θ2, . . . , θd−1) . (B.5)
The volume of the unit (d − 1)-sphere is ∫
Sd−11
dΩ 1 =
2pi
d
2
Γ
(
d
2
) . (B.6)
We will also need the following result∫
Sd−11
dΩ δ(d)
(
αnˆ(d)
)
= α1−d
∫
Rd
dd
(
αnˆ(d)
)
δ
(
α − ∥∥∥αnˆ(d)∥∥∥) δ(d) (αnˆ(d)) = 1
αd−1
δ(α) , (B.7)
which implies the correct reduction of the dimensionality of space∫
Sd−11
dΩ δ(d−n)
(
nˆ(d)
)
=
∫
Sn−11
dΩ , (B.8)
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We further introduce a representation of the angular versor parameterization through rotations of a basis vector. To
this end, we define
nˆ(d)0 =

1
0
0
...
 , (B.9)
and a d × d rotation matrix transforming the coordinates i and j
R(d)i j (θ) =
i j

1
. . .
1
cos θ sin θ i
1
. . .
1
− sin θ cos θ j
1
. . .
1
, (B.10)
where the unspecified entries are null. If the rotations act in different planes, then the respective rotation matrices
commute
{i, j} ∩ {k, l} = ∅ =⇒
[
R(d)i j (θ1), R
(d)
kl (θ2)
]
= 0 . (B.11)
The versor parameterization can be expressed through rotations as
nˆ(d)(θ1, . . . , θd−1) = R(d)1 (θ1, . . . , θd−1)nˆ
(d)
0 , (B.12)
where we have introduced the shorthand notation
R(d)n (θ1, . . . , θd−n) = R
(d)
d,d−1(θd−n). . .R
(d)
n+1,n(θ1) . (B.13)
Due to the commutation properties of the rotation matrices, there is[
R(d)1 (θ1, . . . , θn−1, 0, 0, . . . ), R
(d)
n+1(θn+1, . . . , θd−1)
]
= 0 . (B.14)
Appendix C. Infrared divergences of virtual amplitudes
We consider renormalized on-shell virtual amplitudes including wave function renormalization factors, which are
non-trivial for external massive quarks. The strong coupling is assumed to be renormalized in the MS scheme with
decoupling of massive quarks. Infrared divergences can be factorized from virtual amplitudes as follows
|Mn〉 = Z(, {pi}, {mi}, µR) |Fn〉 , (C.1)
where the infrared (IR) renormalization constant Z is an operator in color space, and depends on the momenta {pi} =
{p1, ..., pn} and masses {mi} = {m1, ...,mn} of the external partons. The finite remainder, |Fn〉, has a well-defined limit
when  → 0. Expanding equation (C.1) in a series in αs we obtain for the first three terms
|M(0)n 〉 = |F (0)n 〉 , (C.2)
|M(1)n 〉 = Z(1)|M(0)n 〉 + |F (1)n 〉 , (C.3)
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|M(2)n 〉 = Z(2)|M(0)n 〉 + Z(1)|F (1)n 〉 + |F (2)n 〉
=
(
Z(2) − Z(1)Z(1)
)
|M(0)n 〉 + Z(1)|M(1)n 〉 + |F (2)n 〉 , (C.4)
with Z = 1 + Z(1) + Z(2) +O(α3s). The IR renormalization constant satisfies the renormalization group equation (RGE)
d
d ln µR
Z(, {pi}, {mi}, µR) = −Γ({pi}, {mi}, µR) Z(, {pi}, {mi}, µR) , (C.5)
where the anomalous dimension operator Γ is given by [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]
Γ({pi}, {mi}, µR) =
∑
(i0, j0)
Ti0 · T j0
2
γcusp(αs) ln
( µ2R
−si0 j0
)
+
∑
i0
γi0 (αs)
−
∑
(I,J)
TI · TJ
2
γcusp(vIJ , αs) +
∑
I
γI(αs) +
∑
I, j0
TI · T j0 γcusp(αs) ln
(mI µR
−sI j0
)
+
∑
(I,J,K)
i f abc T aI T
b
J T
c
K F1(vIJ , vJK , vKI)
+
∑
(I,J)
∑
k0
i f abc T aI T
b
J T
c
k0 f2
(
vIJ , ln
(−σJk0 vJ · pk0
−σIk0 vI · pk0
))
+ O(αs3) .
(C.6)
The triple color correlations given in the third and fourth lines of Eq. (C.6) cannot contribute to the divergences of
spin and color summed amplitudes at next-to-next-to-leading order, as long as the Born amplitudes do not contain
complex couplings or masses [30].
The explicit solution of the RGE Eq. (C.5) can be found in Ref. [31], and reads up to order α2s
Z = 1 +
αs
4pi
(
Γ′0
42
+
Γ0
2
)
+
(
αs
4pi
)2  (Γ′0)2324 + Γ′083
(
Γ0 − 32 β0
)
+
Γ0
82
(Γ0 − 2β0) +
Γ′1
162
+
Γ1
4
 + O(α3s) , (C.7)
where the leading beta-function coefficient is
β0 =
11
3
CA − 43TFnl , (C.8)
with nl the number of massless quark flavors. The expression contains the anomalous dimension Γ and its derivative
Γ′(αs) =
∂
∂ ln µR
Γ({pi}, µR, αs) , (C.9)
expanded according to
Γ =
∞∑
n=0
Γn
(
αs
4pi
)n+1
, Γ′ =
∞∑
n=0
Γ′n
(
αs
4pi
)n+1
. (C.10)
Γ is given in terms of the anomalous dimensions γcusp, γq, γQ, γg, and two functions F1 and f2. We give explicit
formulae for the coefficients of the expansion in αs
γ(αs) =
∞∑
n=0
γn
(
αs
4pi
)n+1
, (C.11)
which we have taken literally from Refs. [25, 31]. The massless cusp anomalous dimension is
γ
cusp
0 = 4 ,
γ
cusp
1 =
(
268
9
− 4pi
2
3
)
CA − 809 TFnl . (C.12)
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In the massive case the cusp anomalous dimension can be written as
γcusp(v, αs) = γcusp(αs)
1
v
[
1
2
ln
(
1 + v
1 − v
)
− ipi
]
+ 8CA
(
αs
4pi
)2 {
ζ3 − 5pi
2
6
+
1
4
ln2
(
1 + v
1 − v
)
+
1
v2
[
1
24
ln3
(
1 + v
1 − v
)
+ ln
(
1 + v
1 − v
) (
1
2
Li2
(
1 − v
1 + v
)
− 5pi
2
12
)
+ Li3
(
1 − v
1 + v
)
− ζ3
]
+
1
v
[
5pi2
6
+
5pi2
12
ln
(
1 + v
1 − v
)
− ln
(
2v
1 + v
)
ln
(
1 + v
1 − v
)
−1
4
ln2
(
1 + v
1 − v
)
− 1
24
ln3
(
1 + v
1 − v
)
+ Li2
(
1 − v
1 + v
)]
+ ipi
{
1
v2
[
pi2
6
− 1
4
ln2
(
1 + v
1 − v
)
− Li2
(
1 − v
1 + v
)]
+
1
v
[
−pi
2
6
+ 2 ln
(
2v
1 + v
)
+ ln
(
1 + v
1 − v
)
+
1
4
ln2
(
1 + v
1 − v
)]
− ln
(
1 + v
1 − v
)} }
.
(C.13)
For massless quarks (anti-quarks) we also have
γ
q
0 = −3CF ,
γ
q
1 = C
2
F
(
−3
2
+ 2pi2 − 24ζ3
)
+ CFCA
(
−961
54
− 11pi
2
6
+ 26ζ3
)
+ CFTFnl
(
130
27
+
2pi2
3
)
, (C.14)
whereas the massive quark (anti quark) anomalous dimension is
γQ0 = −2CF ,
γQ1 = CFCA
(
2pi2
3
− 98
9
− 4ζ3
)
+
40
9
CFTFnl .
(C.15)
The anomalous dimension for gluons reads
γ
g
0 = −β0 = −
11
3
CA +
4
3
TFnl ,
γ
g
1 = C
2
A
(
−692
27
+
11pi2
18
+ 2ζ3
)
+ CATFnl
(
256
27
− 2pi
2
9
)
+ 4CFTFnl . (C.16)
Finally, we take the functions F1 and f2 from Ref. [28]
F1(v12, v23, v31) =
1
3
3∑
I,J,K=1
IJK
αs
4pi
g(vIJ) γcusp(vKI , αs) ,
f2
(
v12, ln
−σ23 v2 · p3
−σ13 v1 · p3
)
= −αs
4pi
g(v12) γcusp(αs) ln
(−σ23 v2 · p3
−σ13 v1 · p3
)
,
(C.17)
where
g(v) =
5pi2
6
− 1
4
ln2
(
1 + v
1 − v
)
+
1
v
[
−5pi
2
6
+ ln
(
2v
1 + v
)
ln
(
1 + v
1 − v
)
+
1
4
ln2
(
1 + v
1 − v
)
− Li2
(
1 − v
1 + v
)]
+ ipi
{
ln
(
1 + v
1 − v
)
− 1
v
[
2 ln
(
2v
1 + v
)
+ ln
(
1 + v
1 − v
)]}
.
(C.18)
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Appendix D. Infrared limits of tree-level amplitudes
Appendix D.1. Collinear limits
Consider the collinear limit of two final state momenta p1 and p2
pµ1 = zp
µ + kµ⊥ −
k2⊥
z
nµ
2p · n , p
µ
2 = (1 − z)pµ − kµ⊥ −
k2⊥
1 − z
nµ
2p · n ,
s12 = 2p1 · p2 = − k
2⊥
z(1 − z) , p
2 = n2 = p · k⊥ = n · k⊥ = 0 ,
kµ⊥ → 0 . (D.1)
The matrix element factorizes as
|M(0)a1,a2,...(p1, p2, . . . )|2 ' 4piαs
2
s12
〈M(0)a,...(p, . . . )|Pˆ(0)a1a2 (z, k⊥; )|M(0)a,...(p, . . . )〉 . (D.2)
The flavor a is set by flavor conservation, i.e. if a1,2 = g then a = a2,1, while if a1 = a¯2 then a = g. The splitting
functions, Pˆ(0)a1a2 , are operators in spin space, and act on the spin of the parton with flavor a
〈s|Pˆ(0)a1a2 |s′〉 = Pˆ(0), ss
′
a1a2 , (D.3)
with
Pˆ(0), µνgg (z, k⊥; ) = 2CA
[
−gµν
(
z
1 − z +
1 − z
z
)
− 2(1 − )z(1 − z)k
µ
⊥kν⊥
k2⊥
]
, (D.4)
Pˆ(0), µνqq¯ (z, k⊥; ) = Pˆ
(0), µν
q¯q (z, k⊥; ) = TF
[
−gµν + 4z(1 − z)k
µ
⊥kν⊥
k2⊥
]
, (D.5)
Pˆ(0), ss
′
qg (z, k⊥; ) = Pˆ
(0), ss′
q¯g (z, k⊥; ) = δ
ss′ CF
[
1 + z2
1 − z − (1 − z)
]
, (D.6)
Pˆ(0), ss
′
gq (z, k⊥; ) = Pˆ
(0), ss′
gq¯ (z, k⊥; ) = Pˆ
(0), ss′
qg (1 − z, k⊥; ) . (D.7)
We will need the average of Eq. (D.2) over the transverse direction
|M(0)a1,a2,...(p1, p2, . . . )|2 ' 4piαs
2
s12
〈Pˆ(0)a1a2 (z; )〉 |M(0)a,...(p, . . . )|2 , (D.8)
where the averaged splitting functions are
〈Pˆ(0)gg (z; )〉 = 2CA
[
z
1 − z +
1 − z
z
+ z(1 − z)
]
, (D.9)
〈Pˆ(0)qq¯ (z; )〉 = 〈Pˆ(0)q¯q (z; )〉 = TF
[
1 − 2z(1 − z)
1 − 
]
, (D.10)
〈Pˆ(0)qg (z; )〉 = 〈Pˆ(0)q¯g (z; )〉 = CF
[
1 + z2
1 − z − (1 − z)
]
, (D.11)
〈Pˆ(0)gq (z; )〉 = 〈Pˆ(0)gq¯ (z; )〉 = 〈Pˆ(0)qg (1 − z; )〉 . (D.12)
We are also interested in the case without summation over the polarization of the final state gluon. Let us assume that
the latter has momentum p1. The splitting functions depend on the polarization vector ε
µ
1, which, for our purposes,
may be assumed to be real. The polarized splitting functions read
Pˆ(0), µνPgg
(
z, k⊥, ε
µ
1
)
= 2CA
[
gµν
(ε1 · k⊥)2
k2⊥
(
1 − z
z
)
+
( z
1 − z
)
ε
µ
1ε
ν
1 − z(1 − z)
kµ⊥kν⊥
k2⊥
]
, (D.13)
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a(p1 + p2)
a1(p1)
a2(p2)
a2(p2)
a1(p1)
a(p1 + p2)
Figure D.5: Final state collinear splitting configuration (left) vs. initial state collinear splitting configuration (right).
Pˆ(0), ss
′
Pgq
(
z, k⊥, ε
µ
1
)
= δss
′
CF
[
−2(ε1 · k⊥)
2
k2⊥
(
1 − z
z
)
+
1
2
z
]
. (D.14)
We recover the unpolarized splitting functions, if we sum over the gluon polarizations∑
spin
ε
µ
1ε
ν
1 = −gµν +
pµnν + pνnµ
p · n ,
∑
spin
1 = 2(1 − ) . (D.15)
The initial state collinear limit can be recovered from the given formulae with minor replacements. Both collinear
configurations are depicted schematically in Fig. (D.5). The essential difference is in the direction of the momenta.
All splitting functions require the following replacement
Pˆa1a2 −→
( − )2sa+2sa1 Pˆa1a2 , (D.16)
where sa and sa1 are the spins of partons a and a1 respectively. The splitting variable z can be obtained in the collinear
limit from the energies of the involved partons. The crossing amounts to the replacement
z =
p01
p01 + p
0
2
∈ [0, 1] −→ z = p
0
1
p01 − p02
∈ [1,+∞[ . (D.17)
Let us now turn to the triple-collinear limit. Consider the set of three vectors
pµi = xi p
µ + kµ⊥i −
k2⊥i
xi
nµ
2p · n , i = 1, 2, 3 , (D.18)
where as before p2 = n2 = p · k⊥i = n · k⊥i = 0. This configuration fulfills no other constraints, but rather the limits
are expressed through derived variables
zi =
xi∑3
j=1 x j
, k˜µi = k
µ
⊥i −
xi∑3
k=1 xk
3∑
j=1
kµ⊥ j , ti j,k = 2
zis jk − z jsik
zi + z j
+
zi − z j
zi + z j
si j . (D.19)
The factorization formula is obtained in the limit k⊥i → 0 and reads
|M(0)a1,a2,a3,...(p1, p2, p3, . . . )|2 '
(
8piαs
s123
)2
〈M(0)a,...(xp, . . . )|Pˆ(0)a1a2a3 (zi, k⊥i; )|M(0)a,...(xp, . . . )〉 , (D.20)
with s123 = (p1 + p2 + p3)2 and x = x1 + x2 + x3. In the following we will drop the superscript, (0), in Pˆ
(0)
a1a2a3 in
order not to clutter the notation beyond the necessary. The flavor of the parton a is obtained by flavor conservation.
The complete set of splitting functions is taken from Ref. [32] (see also [33, 34]). In the case of spin conservation, we
only give the averaged splitting functions 〈Pˆa1a2a3〉
Pˆss
′
a1a2a3 = δ
ss′〈Pˆa1a2a3〉 . (D.21)
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We have
〈Pˆq¯′1q′2q3〉 =
1
2
CFTF
s123
s12
− t212,3s12s123 + 4z3 + (z1 − z2)
2
z1 + z2
+ (1 − 2)
(
z1 + z2 − s12s123
) . (D.22)
The function for identical quark flavors reads
〈Pˆq¯1q2q3〉 =
[
〈Pˆq¯′1q′2q3〉 + (2↔ 3)
]
+ 〈Pˆ(id)q¯1q2q3〉 , (D.23)
where
〈Pˆ(id)q¯1q2q3〉 = CF
(
CF − 12CA
) {
(1 − )
(
2s23
s12
− 
)
+
s123
s12
[
1 + z21
1 − z2 −
2z2
1 − z3 − 
(
(1 − z3)2
1 − z2 + 1 + z1 −
2z2
1 − z3
)
− 2(1 − z3)
]
− s
2
123
s12s13
z1
2
 1 + z21(1 − z2)(1 − z3) − 
(
1 + 2
1 − z2
1 − z3
)
− 2
} + (2↔ 3) . (D.24)
The remaining functions are
〈Pˆg1g2q3〉 = C2F 〈Pˆ(ab)g1g2q3〉 + CFCA 〈Pˆ
(nab)
g1g2q3〉 , (D.25)
with
〈Pˆ(ab)g1g2q3〉 =
{
s2123
2s13s23
z3
1 + z23z1z2 −  z
2
1 + z
2
2
z1z2
− (1 + )

+
s123
s13
[
z3(1 − z1) + (1 − z2)3
z1z2
+ 2(1 + z3) − (z21 + z1z2 + z22)
1 − z2
z1z2
]
+(1 − )
[
 − (1 − ) s23
s13
]}
+ (1↔ 2) , (D.26)
〈Pˆ(nab)g1g2q3〉 =
{
(1 − )
 t212,34s212 + 14 − 2
 + s21232s12s13
[
(1 − z3)2(1 − ) + 2z3
z2
+
z22(1 − ) + 2(1 − z2)
1 − z3
]
− s
2
123
4s13s23
z3
[
(1 − z3)2(1 − ) + 2z3
z1z2
+ (1 − )
]
+
s123
2s12
[
(1 − ) z1(2 − 2z1 + z
2
1) − z2(6 − 6z2 + z22)
z2(1 − z3) + 2
z3(z1 − 2z2) − z2
z2(1 − z3)
]
+
s123
2s13
[
(1 − ) (1 − z2)
3 + z23 − z2
z2(1 − z3) − 
(
2(1 − z2)(z2 − z3)
z2(1 − z3) − z1 + z2
)
− z3(1 − z1) + (1 − z2)
3
z1z2
+ (1 − z2)
 z21 + z22z1z2 − 
]} + (1↔ 2) . (D.27)
Similarly
Pˆµνg1q2q¯3 = CFTF Pˆ
µν (ab)
g1q2q¯3 + CATF Pˆ
µν (nab)
g1q2q¯3 , (D.28)
with
Pˆµν (ab)g1q2q¯3 = −gµν
[
−2 + 2s123s23 + (1 − )(s123 − s23)
2
s12s13
]
+
4s123
s12s13
(
k˜µ3 k˜
ν
2 + k˜
µ
2k˜
ν
3 − (1 − )k˜µ1k˜ν1
)
, (D.29)
Pˆµν (nab)g1q2q¯3 =
1
4
{
s123
s223
[
gµν
t223,1
s123
− 16 z
2
2z
2
3
z1(1 − z1)
(
k˜2
z2
− k˜3
z3
)µ ( k˜2
z2
− k˜3
z3
)ν ]
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+
s123
s12s13
[
2s123gµν − 4(k˜µ2 k˜ν3 + k˜µ3 k˜ν2 − (1 − )k˜µ1 k˜ν1)
]
−gµν
[
−(1 − 2) + 2 s123
s12
1 − z3
z1(1 − z1) + 2
s123
s23
1 − z1 + 2z21
z1(1 − z1)
]
+
s123
s12s23
[
−2s123gµν z2(1 − 2z1)z1(1 − z1) − 16k˜
µ
3 k˜
ν
3
z22
z1(1 − z1) + 8(1 − )k˜
µ
2 k˜
ν
2
+4(k˜µ2 k˜
ν
3 + k˜
µ
3 k˜
ν
2)
(
2z2(z3 − z1)
z1(1 − z1) + (1 − )
)]}
+ (2↔ 3) . (D.30)
Finally
Pˆµνg1g2g3 = C
2
A
{
(1 − )
4s212
[
−gµνt212,3 + 16s123
z21z
2
2
z3(1 − z3)
(
k˜2
z2
− k˜1
z1
)µ ( k˜2
z2
− k˜1
z1
)ν ]
−3
4
(1 − )gµν + s123
s12
gµν
1
z3
[
2(1 − z3) + 4z23
1 − z3 −
1 − 2z3(1 − z3)
z1(1 − z1)
]
+
s123(1 − )
s12s13
[
2z1
(
k˜µ2 k˜
ν
2
1 − 2z3
z3(1 − z3) + k˜
µ
3 k˜
ν
3
1 − 2z2
z2(1 − z2)
)
+
s123
2(1 − )g
µν
(
4z2z3 + 2z1(1 − z1) − 1
(1 − z2)(1 − z3) −
1 − 2z1(1 − z1)
z2z3
)
+
(
k˜µ2 k˜
ν
3 + k˜
µ
3 k˜
ν
2
) (2z2(1 − z2)
z3(1 − z3) − 3
)]}
+ (5 permutations) . (D.31)
The averaged splitting functions are
〈Pˆ(ab)g1q2q¯3〉 = −2 − (1 − )s23
(
1
s12
+
1
s13
)
+ 2
s2123
s12s13
(
1 + z21 −
z1 + 2z2z3
1 − 
)
− s123
s12
(
1 + 2z1 +  − 2 z1 + z21 − 
)
− s123
s13
(
1 + 2z1 +  − 2 z1 + z31 − 
)
, (D.32)
〈Pˆ(nab)g1q2q¯3〉 =
{
− t
2
23,1
4s223
+
s2123
2s13s23
z3
[
(1 − z1)3 − z31
z1(1 − z1) −
2z3 (1 − z3 − 2z1z2)
(1 − )z1(1 − z1)
]
+
s123
2s13
(1 − z2)
[
1 +
1
z1(1 − z1) −
2z2(1 − z2)
(1 − )z1(1 − z1)
]
+
s123
2s23
[
1 + z31
z1(1 − z1) +
z1(z3 − z2)2 − 2z2z3(1 + z1)
(1 − )z1(1 − z1)
]
−1
4
+

2
− s
2
123
2s12s13
(
1 + z21 −
z1 + 2z2z3
1 − 
)}
+ (2↔ 3) , (D.33)
〈Pˆg1g2g3〉 = C2A
{
(1 − )
4s212
t212,3 +
3
4
(1 − ) + s123
s12
[
4
z1z2 − 1
1 − z3 +
z1z2 − 2
z3
+
3
2
+
5
2
z3
+
(1 − z3(1 − z3))2
z3z1(1 − z1)
]
+
s2123
s12s13
[
z1z2(1 − z2)(1 − 2z3)
z3(1 − z3) + z2z3 − 2 +
z1(1 + 2z1)
2
+
1 + 2z1(1 + z1)
2(1 − z2)(1 − z3) +
1 − 2z1(1 − z1)
2z2z3
]}
+ (5 permutations) . (D.34)
Initial state collinear limits are recovered by crossing (D.16).
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Appendix D.2. Soft limits
Consider the limit of vanishing gluon momentum, q→ 0. The matrix element factorizes as
|M(0)g,a1,...(q, p1, . . . )|2 ' −4piαs
∑
i j
Si j(q) 〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )|Ti · T j|M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉
= −4piαs
∑
(i, j)
(
Si j(q) − Sii(q)
)
〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )|Ti · T j|M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉 ,
(D.35)
where
Si j(q) = pi · p j(pi · q) (p j · q) . (D.36)
The double-soft limit is defined by rescaling uniformly the momenta, q1 and q2, of two gluons or of a quark and an
anti-quark of the same flavor
q1 → λq1 , q2 → λq2 , λ→ 0 . (D.37)
In the case of a final state qq¯-pair, the matrix element factorizes as
|M(0)q,q¯,a1,...(q1, q2, p1, . . . )|2 ' (4piαs)2 TF
∑
i j
Ii j(q1, q2) 〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )|Ti · T j|M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉 , (D.38)
where the function Ii j(q1, q2) has the form
Ii j(q1, q2) = (pi · q1) (p j · q2) + (p j · q1) (pi · q2) − (pi · p j) (q1 · q2)(q1 · q2)2 [pi · (q1 + q2)] [p j · (q1 + q2)] . (D.39)
In the case of two final state gluons, the matrix element factorizes as
|M(0)g,g,a1,...(q1, q2, p1, . . . )|2 ' (4piαs)2
[
1
2
∑
i jkl
Si j(q1)Skl(q2) 〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )|
{
Ti · T j,Tk · Tl
}
|M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉
−CA
∑
i j
Si j(q1, q2) 〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )|Ti · T j|M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉
]
.
(D.40)
The soft function Si j(q1, q2) can be split into two parts
Si j(q1, q2) = Sm=0i j (q1, q2) +
(
m2i Sm,0i j (q1, q2) + m2j Sm,0ji (q1, q2)
)
, (D.41)
where the first term has been given in [32] and reads
Sm=0i j (q1, q2) =
(1 − )
(q1 · q2)2
pi · q1 p j · q2 + pi · q2 p j · q1
pi · (q1 + q2) p j · (q1 + q2)
− (pi · p j)
2
2 pi · q1 p j · q2 pi · q2 p j · q1
[
2 − pi · q1 p j · q2 + pi · q2 p j · q1
pi · (q1 + q2) p j · (q1 + q2)
]
+
pi · p j
2 q1 · q2
[
2
pi · q1 p j · q2 +
2
p j · q1 pi · q2 −
1
pi · (q1 + q2) p j · (q1 + q2)
×
(
4 +
(pi · q1 p j · q2 + pi · q2 p j · q1)2
pi · q1 p j · q2 pi · q2 p j · q1
)]
. (D.42)
The second contribution in Eq. (D.41) was derived in Ref. [7] and represents additional terms generated by non-
vanishing masses. The relevant function is
Sm,0i j (q1, q2) = −
1
4 q1 · q2 pi · q1 pi · q2 +
pi · p j p j · (q1 + q2)
2 pi · q1 p j · q2 pi · q2 p j · q1 pi · (q1 + q2)
− 1
2 q1 · q2 pi · (q1 + q2) p j · (q1 + q2)
(
(p j · q1)2
pi · q1 p j · q2 +
(p j · q2)2
pi · q2 p j · q1
)
.
(D.43)
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Appendix E. Infrared limits of one-loop matrix elements
We consider a one-loop amplitude with n + 1 partons, which is integrated over the phase space in the real-virtual
contribution. According to Appendix C, we can separate it into a divergent part and a finite remainder
2Re 〈M(0)n+1|M(1)n+1〉 = 2Re 〈M(0)n+1|Z(1)|M(0)n+1〉 + 2Re 〈M(0)n+1|F (1)n+1〉 . (E.1)
In the following we give explicit formulae for the collinear and soft limits of each of the three contributions. Notice
that the expressions for the finite remainder are only valid at  = 0.
Appendix E.1. Collinear limit
The factorization of the one-loop amplitude in the final state collinear limit, (D.1), reads [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]
2Re 〈M(0)a1,a2,...(p1, p2, . . . )|M(1)a1,a2,...(p1, p2, . . . )〉 '
4piαs
2
s12
[
2Re 〈M(0)a,...(p, . . . )|Pˆ(0)a1a2 (z, k⊥; )|M(1)a,...(p, . . . )〉 +
αs
4pi
〈M(0)a,...(p, . . . )|Pˆ(1)a1a2 (z, k⊥; )|M(0)a,...(p, . . . )〉
]
. (E.2)
The one-loop splitting functions, Pˆ(1)a1a2 (z, k⊥; ), are operators in spin space
〈s|Pˆ(1)a1a2 (z, k⊥; )|s′〉 = Pˆ(1), ss
′
a1a2 (z, k⊥; ) , (E.3)
with
Pˆ(1), µνgg (z, k⊥; ) = r
gg
S R(z) Pˆ
(0),µν
gg (z, k⊥; ) − 4CArggNS [1 − 2z(1 − z)]
kµ⊥kν⊥
k2⊥
,
Pˆ(1), µνqq¯ (z, k⊥; ) = Pˆ
(1), µν
q¯q (z, k⊥; ) = r
q¯q
S R(z) Pˆ
(0),µν
qq¯ (z, k⊥; ) ,
Pˆ(1), ss
′
qg (z, k⊥; ) = Pˆ
(1), ss′
q¯g (z, k⊥; ) = r
qg
S R(z) Pˆ
(0),ss′
qg (z, k⊥; ) + CFr
qg
NS [1 − (1 − z)] δss
′
,
Pˆ(1), ss
′
gq (z, k⊥; ) = Pˆ
(1), ss′
gq¯ (z, k⊥; ) = Pˆ
(1), ss′
qg (1 − z, k⊥; ) .
(E.4)
The renormalized singular coefficients ra1a2S R are related to the unrenormalized singular coefficients r
a1a2
S through
ra1a2S R (z) = 2Re
− µ2Rs12
 cΓ ra1a2S (z) − β0 , (E.5)
where
Re
− µ2Rs12
 =  µ2Rs12
 cos(pi) , cΓ = eγE Γ2(1 − )Γ(1 + )
Γ(1 − 2) , (E.6)
and
rggS (z) = −
CA
2
( z1 − z
) pi
sin(pi)
−
∞∑
m=1
22m−1Li2m−1
(
−1 − z
z
) , (E.7)
rq¯qS (z) =
1
2
(CA − 2CF) + CA
2
∞∑
m=1
m
[
Lim
(
− z
1 − z
)
+ Lim
(
−1 − z
z
)]
+
1
1 − 2
[
1

(
γ
q
0 − γg0
)
+ CA − 2CF + CA + 4TFnl3(3 − 2)
]
, (E.8)
rqgS (z) = −
1
2
CA ( z1 − z
) pi
sin(pi)
+
∞∑
m=1
m
[
(1 + (−1)m) CA − 2CF] Lim (−1 − zz
) . (E.9)
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The non-singular coefficients read
rggNS = 2Re
− µ2Rs12
 cΓ CA(1 − ) − 2TFnl(1 − 2)(2 − 2)(3 − 2) , rqgNS = 2Re
− µ2Rs12
 cΓ CA −CF1 − 2 . (E.10)
The initial state collinear limit can be recovered using crossing (D.16), and the following
Re
− µ2Rs12
 = − µ2Rs12
 , Re ( z1 − z ) = (− z1 − z ) cos(pi) . (E.11)
Notice that polylogarithms of −z/(1 − z) ∈ [1,+∞[ develop an imaginary part in this case. The real parts, which are
necessary for a next-to-next-to-leading order calculation are obtained with
Re (Li1 (1/x)) = −Re (ln (1 − 1/x)) = − ln(1 − x) + ln(x) , Re (Li2 (1/x)) = pi
2
3
− ln
2(x)
2
− Li2(x) ,
Re (Li3 (1/x)) = −pi
2
3
ln(x) +
ln3(x)
6
+ Li3(x) , Re (Li4 (1/x)) =
pi4
45
+
pi2
6
ln2(x) − ln
4(x)
24
− Li4(x) ,
(E.12)
with x = −(1 − z)/z ∈ [0, 1].
Appendix E.2. Soft limit
The factorization of the one-loop amplitude in the soft limit, q→ 0, reads [41, 42]
2Re 〈M(0)g,a1,...(q, p1, . . . )|M(1)g,a1,...(q, p1, . . . )〉 '
−4piαs
∑(i, j)
(
Si j(q) − Sii(q)
)
2Re 〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )|Ti · T j|M(1)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉
+
αs
4pi
∑
(i, j)
(
Si j(q) − Sii(q)
)
Ri j 〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )|Ti · T j|M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉
−4pi
∑
(i, j,k)
Sik(q) Ii j 〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )| f abcT ai T bj T ck |M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉

 .
(E.13)
The coefficients Ri j and Ii j depend on the kinematics and the masses of the partons i and j. In the case of two massless
partons, they are [41]
Ri0 j0 = 4CA
(
1
2µ
2
RSi0 j0 (q)
) (− 1
22
sΓ cos(pi)
)
− β0

,
Ii0 j0 = 2
(
1
2µ
2
RSi0 j0 (q)
) ( 1
2pi2
sΓ sin(pi)
) (
θ(σi0 j0 ) − θ(σi0q) − θ(σ j0q)
)
, (E.14)
where
sΓ = eγE
Γ3(1 − )Γ2(1 + )
Γ(1 − 2) . (E.15)
In the case of at least one massive parton, Ri j and Ii j are only known as expansions in  [42]
Ri j = 4CA
(
1
2µ
2
RSi j(q)
) 1∑
n=−2
n R(n)i j −
β0

,
Ii j = 2
(
1
2µ
2
RSi j(q)
) 1∑
n=−1
n I(n)i j . (E.16)
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In the case of one massive and one massless parton
I(−1)I j0 = −
1
2
,
RS I
(0)
I j0
= 2m2I (p j0 · q) ln
(
αI
2
)
,
RS I
(1)
I j0
= 4
[
(pI · p j0 )(pI · q) − m2I (p j0 · q)
]
Li2
(
1 − αI
2
)
+ m2I (p j0 · q) ln2
(
αI
2
)
+pi2
−2(pI · p j0 )(pI · q) + m2I (p j0 · q)
2
,
R(−2)I j0 = −
1
2
,
R(−1)I j0 = 0 ,
RS R
(0)
I j0
= m2I (p j0 · q) ln2
(
αI
2
)
− pi2 5(2(pI · p j0 )(pI · q) − m
2
I (p j0 · q))
6
,
RS R
(1)
I j0
= 4
[
(pI · p j0 )(pI · q) − m2I (p j0 · q)
]
Li3
(
αI
2
)
− ζ3
4
[
7(pI · p j0 )(pI · q) − 5m2I (p j0 · q)
]
3
+2
[
(pI · p j0 )(pI · q) − m2I (p j0 · q)
]
ln
(
1 − αI
2
)
ln2
(
αI
2
)
+ ln
(
αI
2
) pi2−2(pI · p j0 )(pI · q) − 5m2I (p j0 · q)3 (E.17)
+4
[
(pI · p j0 )(pI · q) − m2I (p j0 · q)
]
Li2
(
1 − αI
2
))
,
where
RS = 4
[
m2I (pJ · q) − 2(pI · p j0 )(pI · q)
]
, αI =
m2I (p j0 · q)
(pI · q)(pI · p j0 )
. (E.18)
In the case of two massive partons1
I(−1)IJ = −1 +
1
2v
,
I(0)IJ =
ln(v)
v
+
ln(x)
2v
+
(
1 +
1
2v
)
ln(1 + x2)
+
1
QS
−4m2J(pI · q)2 − m2I (pJ · q)2v ln
(
αI
αJ
)
+ 16(pI · pJ)(pI · q)(pJ · q) ln(x)
 ,
I(1)IJ =
1
v
(
1
16
ln2
(
αI
αJ
)
+ Li2
(
x2
)
+ ln(v)
(
ln
(
x2 + 1
)
+ ln(x)
)
+ ln2(v) +
1
4
ln2
(
x2 + 1
)
+
1
2
ln(x) ln
(
x2 + 1
)
+
ln2(x)
4
− pi
2
8
)
+
1
QS
[
(pI · pJ)(pI · q)(pJ · q)
(
2 ln2
(
αI
αJ
)
− 16 ln
(
x2 + 1
)
ln(x) + 8 ln2(x) − 8pi
2
3
)
+
(
m2I (pJ · q)2 + m2J(pI · q)2
) (
8 ln2
(
x2 + 1
)
− 4pi
2
3
)
1The expression for R(1)IJ published in [42] contains three typos. Twice, there appears a ln
4 2 instead of 4 ln 2, and there is a missing plus sign
between two terms. The latter is seen through the wrong dimension of a term. The expression reproduced here is free of these misprints. On the
other hand, the electronic version of the result attached to [42] is correct.
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−4
(
m2J(pI · q)2 − m2I (pJ · q)2
) 1
v
(
2 ln(v) + ln
(
x2 + 1
)
+ ln(x)
)
ln
(
αI
αJ
)
+
(
m2J(pI · q)2 + m2I (pJ · q)2 − (pI · pJ)(pI · q)(pJ · q)
) (
32 ln(2)
(
− ln(αI + v + 1) − ln(αJ + v + 1) − 2 ln
(
x2 + 1
)
− ln(x)
)
+ 64 ln2(2)
+16 ln
(
x2 + 1
)
(ln(αI + v + 1) + ln(αJ + v + 1)) + 16 ln(αI + v + 1) ln(αJ + v + 1)
+16 ln(x)
(
ln(−αJ + v + 1) + ln(αJ + v − 1) + 2 ln
(
x2 + 1
))
− 16 ln2(x)
+8 ln
(
αI
αJ
)
(ln(αJ + v − 1) − ln(−αJ + v + 1)) + 4 ln2
(
αI
αJ
)
+16Li2
(−v + αJ + 1
2αJ
)
+ 16Li2
(
2 − 2αJ−v + αJ + 1
)
− 16Li2
(−v + αJ + 1
v + αJ + 1
)
+16Li2
(
v + αJ + 1
2v + 2
)
− 16Li2
(
− (v − 1)(v + αJ + 1)
(v + 1)(−v + αJ + 1)
)
+ 16Li2
(
2αJ
v + αJ + 1
))]
,
R(−2)IJ = −
1
2
,
R(−1)IJ =
1
2
(
−1 + 1
v
)
ln(x) +
1
2
ln(1 + x2) ,
R(0)IJ =
1
2v
Li2(x2) + pi2
(
19
24
− 7
12v
)
+
1
v
ln(v) ln(x) +
1
2
(
1 +
1
v
)
ln(x) ln(1 + x2)
−1
4
ln2(1 + x2) +
1
QS
[(
m2J(pI · q)2 + m2I (pJ · q)2
)
ln2
(
αI
αJ
)
+4
(
m2J(pI · q)2 + m2I (pJ · q)2
)
ln2(x) − 4m
2
J(pI · q)2 − m2I (pJ · q)2
v
ln
(
αI
αJ
)
ln(x)
 ,
R(1)IJ =
1
v
(
− ln(v)
(
ln(x) ln
(
x2 + 1
)
+ pi2
)
+
ln3(x)
12
+
ζ(3)
2
+ ln(x)
 116 ln2
(
αI
αJ
)
+
Li2
(
x2
)
2
− 3
4
ln2
(
x2 + 1
)
− 5pi
2
24

−
Li2
(
x2
)
2
+
5pi2
12
 ln (x2 + 1) − 12 (2Li3 (1 − x2) + Li3 (x2))

+
1
QS
[
(pI · pJ)(pI · q)(pJ · q)
(32 ln3(x)
3
− 280ζ(3)
3
− 32 ln
(
x2 + 1
)
ln2(x)
+ ln
(
x2 + 1
) (
36pi2 − 4 ln2
(
αI
αJ
))
+
(
48 ln2
(
x2 + 1
)
− 40pi
2
3
)
ln(x)
−88
3
ln3
(
x2 + 1
) )
+(m2J(pI · q)2 + m2I (pJ · q)2)
( (
3 ln
(
x2 + 1
)
+ ln(x)
)
ln2
(
αI
αJ
)
+28 ln3
(
x2 + 1
)
− 44 ln2
(
x2 + 1
)
ln(x) − 70
3
pi2 ln
(
x2 + 1
)
+ 28 ln
(
x2 + 1
)
ln2(x)
−28
3
ln3(x) +
2
3
pi2 ln(x) +
224ζ(3)
3
)
− (m
2
J(pI · q)2 − m2I (pJ · q)2)
v
ln
(
αI
αJ
) (
4Li2
(
x2
)
+ 4 ln
(
x2 + 1
)
ln(x) + 8 ln(v) ln(x) − 14pi
2
3
)
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+(m2I (pJ · q)2 + m2J(pI · q)2 − (pI · pJ)(pI · q)(pJ · q))
(
ln3
(
αI
αJ
)
− ln2
(
αI
αJ
)
2 ln(v)
+ ln2
(
αI
αJ
)
2(ln(αI + v + 1) + ln(−αJ + v + 1) + ln(αJ + v − 1) − 3 ln(2))
+ ln
(
αI
αJ
) (
2 ln2(v) − 12 ln2(αI + v + 1) + 6 ln2(αJ + v + 1) − 4 ln2(x) − 12 ln2
(
x2 + 1
)
+28 ln(2) ln(αI + v + 1) + 4 ln(v)(ln(αI + v + 1) − 2 ln(αJ + v + 1) + ln(2)) − 10 ln2(2)
−4 ln(αI + v + 1) ln(αJ + v + 1) − 8 ln(2) ln(αJ + v + 1)
+8(2 ln(αI + v + 1) − ln(−αJ + v + 1) + ln(αJ + v − 1) + ln(αJ + v + 1) − 3 ln(2)) ln(x)
+24(ln(2) − ln(αI + v + 1)) ln
(
x2 + 1
)
+ 24 ln(x) ln
(
x2 + 1
)
− 2
3
pi2
)
+
32
3
ln3(αI + v + 1) + 12 ln3(αJ + v + 1) − 32 ln(2) ln2(αI + v + 1) − 8 ln(v) ln2(αJ + v + 1)
+4 ln(αI + v + 1) ln2(αJ + v + 1) − 40 ln(2) ln2(αJ + v + 1) − 8 ln(v) ln2(x) − 43pi
2 ln(v)
+8(3 ln(αI + v + 1) + ln(−αJ + v + 1) + ln(αJ + v − 1) − 5 ln(2)) ln2(x)
+40(ln(αI + v + 1) + ln(αJ + v + 1) − 2 ln(2)) ln2
(
x2 + 1
)
+ 36 ln2(2) ln(αI + v + 1)
+8 ln(v) ln(αI + v + 1) ln
(
1
2
(αJ + v + 1)
)
− 4 ln2(v)(ln(αI + v + 1) − ln(αJ + v + 1))
+
4
3
pi2(−3 ln(αI + v + 1) − 4 ln(αJ + v + 1) + 7 ln(2)) + 8 ln(2) ln(v) ln(αJ + v + 1)
−8 ln(2) ln(αI + v + 1) ln(αJ + v + 1) + 44 ln2(2) ln(αJ + v + 1) + 4 ln2(v) ln(x)
−24 ln2(αI + v + 1) ln(x) − 4 ln2(αJ + v + 1) ln(x) + 8 ln(v)(ln(2) − ln(αI + v + 1)) ln(x)
+56 ln(2) ln(αI + v + 1) ln(x) − 8 ln(αI + v + 1) ln(αJ + v + 1) ln(x) − 36 ln2(2) ln(x)
+16 ln(2) ln(αJ + v + 1) ln(x) + 32 ln2(αI + v + 1) ln
(
x2 + 1
)
+ 80 ln2(2) ln
(
x2 + 1
)
+32 ln2(αJ + v + 1) ln
(
x2 + 1
)
− 80 ln(2) ln(αI + v + 1) ln
(
x2 + 1
)
+16 ln(αI + v + 1) ln(αJ + v + 1) ln
(
x2 + 1
)
− 80 ln(2) ln(αJ + v + 1) ln
(
x2 + 1
)
+16(−4 ln(αI + v + 1) − ln(αJ + v + 1) + 5 ln(2)) ln(x) ln
(
x2 + 1
)
− 80 ln
3(2)
3
+
(
8 ln
(
αI
αJ
)
+ 16 ln(x)
)
Li2
(
1 − v
αJ
)
+
(
16 ln(x) − 8 ln
(
αI
αJ
))
Li2
(
αJ
v + 1
)
+
(
4 ln
(
αI
αJ
)
− 8 ln(αI + v + 1) − 8 ln(αJ + v + 1) + 24 ln(x) − 16 ln
(
x2 + 1
)
+ 16 ln(2)
)
×
(
Li2
(
v − 1
αJ
)
− Li2
(
αJ
αJ − v + 1
))
+
(
4 ln
(
αI
αJ
)
− 8 ln(αI + v + 1) − 8 ln(αJ + v + 1) − 8 ln(x) − 16 ln
(
x2 + 1
)
+ 16 ln(2)
)
×
(
Li2
(
−v + 1
αJ
)
− Li2
(
αJ
αJ + v + 1
))
+8(ln(v) − ln(αJ + v + 1) + ln(2))Li2
(
− (v − 1)(αJ + v + 1)
(αJ − v + 1)(v + 1)
)
− 16 ln(x)Li2
(
x2
)
−16Li3
(
1 − v
αJ
)
− 16Li3
(
αJ
αJ − v + 1
)
+ 8Li3
(
αJ
v − 1
)
− 16Li3
(
v − 1
αJ
)
+ 8Li3
(
− αJ
v + 1
)
55
−8Li3
(
− 2v
αJ − v + 1
)
− 16Li3
(
αJ
v + 1
)
+ 8Li3
(
x2
)
− 16Li3
(
−v + 1
αJ
)
−16Li3
(
v − 1
−αJ + v − 1
)
− 16Li3
(
αJ
αJ + v + 1
)
− 8Li3
(
2v
αJ + v + 1
)
−8Li3
(
2αJv
(v − 1)(αJ + v + 1)
)
− 16Li3
(
v + 1
αJ + v + 1
)
+ 8Fc
(
αJ
αJ − v + 1 ,
αJ
αJ + v + 1
))]
, (E.19)
where
QS = 16
(
m2J(pI · q)2 − 2(pI · pJ)(pI · q)(pJ · q) + m2I (pJ · q)2
)
,
αI =
m2I (pJ · q)
(pI · q)(pI · pJ) , αJ =
m2J(pI · q)
(pJ · q)(pI · pJ) , x =
√
1 − v
1 + v
, v = vIJ .
(E.20)
Furthermore
Fc(x1, x2) =
∫ 1
0
dt
ln(1 − t) ln
(
1 − t x2x1
)
1
x2
− t . (E.21)
Appendix E.3. Limits of matrix elements of Z(1)
The matrix element of the Z(1) operator can be obtained from Eq. (C.7)
2Re 〈M(0)n+1|Z(1)|M(0)n+1〉 =
αs
4pi
1

[(
−2

∑
i0
Ci0 +
∑
i
γi0
)
|M(0)n+1|2 + 2
∑
(i0, j0)
ln
∣∣∣∣∣∣ µ2Rsi0 j0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 〈M(0)n+1|Ti0 · T j0 |M(0)n+1〉
−
∑
(I,J)
1
vIJ
ln
(
1 + vIJ
1 − vIJ
)
〈M(0)n+1|TI · TJ |M(0)n+1〉 + 4
∑
I, j0
ln
∣∣∣∣∣∣mIµRsI j0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 〈M(0)n+1|TI · T j0 |M(0)n+1〉
]
.
(E.22)
The factorization of Eq. (E.22) in the collinear limit, (D.1), reads
2Re 〈M(0)a1,a2,...(p1, p2, . . . )|Z(1)|M(0)a1,a2,...(p1, p2, . . . )〉 '
4piαs
2
s12
{
2Re 〈M(0)a,...(p, . . . )|Pˆ(0)a1a2 (z, k⊥; ) Z(1)|M(0)a,...(p, . . . )〉
+
αs
4pi
1

[
2
(
Ca −Ca1 −Ca2
) (1

+ ln
∣∣∣∣∣ µ2Rs12
∣∣∣∣∣) − (γa0 − γa10 − γa20 )
+ 2Ca ln
∣∣∣z(1 − z)∣∣∣ + 2 (Ca1 −Ca2) ln ∣∣∣∣∣ z1 − z
∣∣∣∣∣ ]
× 〈M(0)a,...(p, . . . )|Pˆ(0)a1a2 (z, k⊥; )|M(0)a,...(p, . . . )〉
}
.
(E.23)
This expression is valid for both final- and initial state collinear limits, if the crossing relation, (D.16), is taken into
account in the initial state case.
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The factorization of Eq. (E.22) in the soft limit, q→ 0, reads
2Re 〈M(0)g,a1,...(q, p1, . . . )|Z(1)|M(0)g,a1,...(q, p1, . . . )〉 '
−4piαs
{∑
(i, j)
(
Si j(q) − Sii(q)
)
2Re 〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )|Ti · T j Z(1)|M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉
+
αs
4pi
1

[∑
(i, j)
(
Si j(q) − Sii(q)
) (
−2CA
(1

+ ln
( 1
2µ
2
RSi j(q)
))
+ γ
g
0
)
〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )|Ti · T j|M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉
−CA
∑
(I,J)
(
SIJ(q) − SII(q)
) ( 1
vIJ
ln
(1 + vIJ
1 − vIJ
)
+ 2 ln
(mImJ
sIJ
))
〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )|TI · TJ |M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉
− 4pi
∑
(i, j,k)
Sik(q)
(
1
vi j
θ(σi j) − θ(σiq) − θ(σ jq)
)
〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )| f abcT ai T bj T ck |M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉
]}
.
(E.24)
Appendix E.4. Limits of the finite remainder
The factorization of the finite remainder in the collinear limit, (D.1), reads
2Re 〈M(0)a1,a2,...(p1, p2, . . . )|F (1)a1,a2,...(p1, p2, . . . )〉 '
4piαs
2
s12
[
2Re 〈M(0)a,...(p, . . . )|Pˆ(0)a1a2 (z, k⊥;  = 0)|F (1)a,...(p, . . . )〉 +
αs
4pi
〈M(0)a,...(p, . . . )|Pˆ(1)Fa1a2 (z, k⊥)|M(0)a,...(p, . . . )〉
]
.
(E.25)
The finite one-loop splitting functions, Pˆ(1)Fa1a2 (z, k⊥), are operators in spin space
〈s|Pˆ(1)Fa1a2 (z, k⊥)|s′〉 = Pˆ(1), ss
′
Fa1a2
(z, k⊥) , (E.26)
with
Pˆ(1), µνFgg (z, k⊥) = r
gg
S F(z) Pˆ
(0),µν
gg (z, k⊥;  = 0) − 43CA
(
CA − 2TFnl)kµ⊥kν⊥
k2⊥
,
Pˆ(1), µνFqq¯ (z, k⊥) = Pˆ
(1), µν
Fq¯q (z, k⊥) = r
q¯q
S F(z) Pˆ
(0),µν
qq¯ (z, k⊥;  = 0) ,
Pˆ(1), ss
′
Fqg (z, k⊥) = Pˆ
(1), ss′
Fq¯g (z, k⊥) = r
qg
S F(z) Pˆ
(0),ss′
qg (z, k⊥;  = 0) + 2CF
(
CA −CF) δss′ ,
Pˆ(1), ss
′
Fgq (z, k⊥) = Pˆ
(1), ss′
Fgq¯ (z, k⊥) = Pˆ
(1), ss′
Fqg (1 − z, k⊥) .
(E.27)
The finite coefficients ra1a2S F (z) are given by
rggS F(z) = CA
5pi26 − ln2
∣∣∣∣∣ z1 − z
∣∣∣∣∣ + 2 ln ∣∣∣z(1 − z)∣∣∣ ln∣∣∣∣∣ µ2Rs12
∣∣∣∣∣ − ln2∣∣∣∣∣ µ2Rs12
∣∣∣∣∣ , (E.28)
rq¯qS F(z) = CA
(152
9
− 3pi
2
2
)
+ CF
(7pi2
3
− 16
)
− 40
9
TFnl −CA ln2
∣∣∣∣∣ z1 − z
∣∣∣∣∣
+2
(
β0 − 3CF + CA ln
∣∣∣z(1 − z)∣∣∣) ln∣∣∣∣∣ µ2Rs12
∣∣∣∣∣ + (CA − 2CF) ln2∣∣∣∣∣ µ2Rs12
∣∣∣∣∣ + 2(CA −CF) pi2 θ(−s12) , (E.29)
rqgS F(z) =
5pi2
6
CA + 4CF ln |z| ln
∣∣∣∣∣ µ2Rs12
∣∣∣∣∣ −CA (ln∣∣∣∣∣ z1 − z
∣∣∣∣∣ + ln∣∣∣∣∣ µ2Rs12
∣∣∣∣∣)2 + 4(CF −CA) Re Li2(−1 − zz
)
. (E.30)
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These expressions are valid for both final- and initial state collinear limits, if the crossing relation, (D.16), is taken into
account in the initial state case. Furthermore, the real part of the dilogarithm in the case, when z > 1 can be obtained
using Eq. (E.12).
The factorization of the finite remainder in the soft limit, q→ 0, reads
2Re 〈M(0)g,a1,...(q, p1, . . . )|F (1)g,a1,...(q, p1, . . . )〉 '
−4piαs
∑(i, j)
(
Si j(q) − Sii(q)
)
2Re 〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )|Ti · T j|F (1)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉
+
αs
4pi
∑
(i, j)
(
Si j(q) − Sii(q)
)
RFi j 〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )|Ti · T j|M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉
−4pi
∑
(i, j,k)
Sik(q) IFi j 〈M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )| f abcT ai T bj T ck |M(0)a1,...(p1, . . . )〉

 ,
(E.31)
where the functions RFi j and I
F
i j are the O(0) coefficients of (E.14) and (E.16) after expansion in 
RFi j = 4CA
(
R(0)i j + R
(−1)
i j ln
(
1
2µ
2
RSi j(q)
)
+ 12 R
(−2)
i j ln
2
(
1
2µ
2
RSi j(q)
))
,
IFi j = 2
(
I(0)i j + I
(−1)
i j ln
(
1
2µ
2
RSi j(q)
))
. (E.32)
Appendix F. Splitting functions
For the collinear factorization contribution, we need the splitting functions up to O(αs) [43]
Pqiq j (x, αs) = δi jP
(0)
qq (x) +
αs
2pi
P(1)qiq j (x) + . . . , (F.1)
Pqg(x, αs) = P(0)qg (x) +
αs
2pi
P(1)qg (x) + . . . , (F.2)
Pgq(x, αs) = P(0)gq (x) +
αs
2pi
P(1)gq (x) + . . . , (F.3)
Pgg(x, αs) = P(0)gg (x) +
αs
2pi
P(1)gg (x) + . . . . (F.4)
The leading order contributions are
P(0)qq (x) = CF
[
1 + x2
(1 − x)+ +
3
2
δ(1 − x)
]
, (F.5)
P(0)qg (x) = TF
[
x2 + (1 − x)2
]
, (F.6)
P(0)gq (x) = CF
[
1 + (1 − x)2
x
]
, (F.7)
P(0)gg (x) = 2CA
[
x
(1 − x)+ +
1 − x
x
+ x(1 − x)
]
+ δ(1 − x)11CA − 4TFnl
6
. (F.8)
Beyond leading order one writes the splitting function Pqiq j in terms of a flavor singlet (S) and non-singlet (V) contri-
bution
Pqiq j (x, αs) = δi jP
V
qq(x, αs) + P
S
qq(x, αs) , (F.9)
Pqiq¯ j (x, αs) = δi jP
V
qq¯(x, αs) + P
S
qq¯(x, αs) . (F.10)
The next-to-leading order contribution to the splitting functions are
PV(1)qq (x) = C
2
F
{
−
[
2 ln x ln(1 − x) + 3
2
ln x
]
pqq(x) −
(
3
2
+
7
2
x
)
ln x − 1
2
(1 + x) ln2 x − 5(1 − x)
}
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+CFCA
{[
1
2
ln2 x +
11
6
ln x +
67
18
− pi
2
6
]
pqq(x) + (1 + x) ln x +
20
3
(1 − x)
}
+CFTFnl
{
−
[
2
3
ln x +
10
9
]
pqq(x) − 43(1 − x)
}
+ δP(1)qq (x) , (F.11)
PV(1)qq¯ (x) = CF
(
CF − CA2
) {
2pqq(−x)S 2(x) + 2(1 + x) ln x + 4(1 − x)
}
, (F.12)
PS(1)qq (x) = P
S(1)
qq¯ (x) = CFTF
[
−2 + 20
9x
+ 6x − 56
9
x2 +
(
1 + 5x +
8
3
x2
)
ln x − (1 + x) ln2 x
]
, (F.13)
P(1)qg (x) =
CFTF
2
{
4 − 9x − (1 − 4x) ln x − (1 − 2x) ln2 x + 4 ln(1 − x)
+
[
2 ln2
(
1 − x
x
)
− 4 ln
(
1 − x
x
)
− 2
3
pi2 + 10
]
pqg(x)
}
+
CATF
2
{
182
9
+
14
9
x +
40
9x
+
(
136
3
x − 38
3
)
ln x − 4 ln(1 − x) − (2 + 8x) ln2 x + 2pqg(−x)S 2(x)
+
[
− ln2 x + 44
3
ln x − 2 ln2(1 − x) + 4 ln(1 − x) + pi
2
3
− 218
9
]
pqg(x)
}
, (F.14)
P(1)gq (x) = C
2
F
{
−5
2
− 7x
2
+
(
2 +
7
2
x
)
ln x −
(
1 − 1
2
x
)
ln2 x − 2x ln(1 − x) −
[
3 ln(1 − x) + ln2(1 − x)
]
pgq(x)
}
+CFCA
{
28
9
+
65
18
x +
44
9
x2 −
(
12 + 5x +
8
3
x2
)
ln x + (4 + x) ln2 x + 2x ln(1 − x) + S 2(x)pgq(−x)
+
[
1
2
− 2 ln x ln(1 − x) + 1
2
ln2 x +
11
3
ln(1 − x) + ln2(1 − x) − pi
2
6
]
pgq(x)
}
+CFTFnl
{
−4
3
x −
[
20
9
+
4
3
ln(1 − x)
]
pgq(x)
}
, (F.15)
P(1)gg (x) = CFTFnl
{
−16 + 8x + 20
3
x2 +
4
3x
− (6 + 10x) ln x − (2 + 2x) ln2 x
}
+CATFnl
{
2 − 2x + 26
9
(
x2 − 1
x
)
− 4
3
(1 + x) ln x − 20
9
pgg(x)
}
+C2A
{
27
2
(1 − x) + 67
9
(
x2 − 1
x
)
−
(
25
3
− 11
3
x +
44
3
x2
)
ln x
+4(1 + x) ln2 x + 2pgg(−x)S 2(x) +
[
67
9
− 4 ln x ln(1 − x) + ln2 x − pi
2
3
]
pgg(x)
}
+ δP(1)gg (x) , (F.16)
where
S 2(x) = −2Li2(−x) + 12 ln
2 x − 2 ln x ln(1 + x) − pi
2
6
. (F.17)
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The functions pqq, pqg, pgq and pgg read
pqg(x) = x2 + (1 − x)2 , pgq(x) = 1 + (1 − x
2)
x
, (F.18)
pqq(x) =
2
(1 − x)+ − 1 − x , pqq(−x) =
2
1 + x
− 1 + x , (F.19)
pgg(x) =
1
(1 − x)+ +
1
x
− 2 + x(1 − x) , pgg(−x) = 1(1 + x) −
1
x
− 2 − x(1 + x) . (F.20)
The terms proportional to the δ-functions are
δP(1)qq (x) =
[
C2F
{
3
8
− pi
2
2
+ 6ζ3
}
+ CFCA
{
17
24
+
11pi2
18
− 3ζ3
}
−CFTFnl
{
1
6
+
2pi2
9
}]
δ(1 − x) (F.21)
and
δP(1)gg (x) =
[
C2A
{
8
3
+ 3ζ3
}
−CFTFnl − 43CATFnl
]
δ(1 − x) . (F.22)
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